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Rejects enroll1nent cap

Turlington: ''Crisis can he 1net''
Commissioner of Education
Ralph Turlington termed the
State University System's current
financial situation a "crisis," but
added, "it is a crisis that can be
met."
Turlington, made the remarks
during a stop to FTU on a tour of
state universities and community
colleges.
TURLINGTON REJECTED
the concept of instituting
enrollment caps at universities to
help solve the fiscal pinch. "Our
first priority will be providing a
program next year for the student
of at least the quality we had this
year."
Stating his goal as "no erosion
of quality" in higher education in
the state, the commissioner said
achieving maintenance of the
present programs might mean
increasing aUocations to keep up
with inflation.
Turlington blamed part of the
state's budgetary crisis on the fact
that fixed-quality taxes, such as
those on gasoline and liquor, have
not irtcreased with the · cost of
living. Education expenditures
are a major part of the state
budget. HE ALSO said he "actively
opposes" legalized casino
gambling as a revenue producer

for · the state, saying gambling
operations might also bring
"destructive influences" to the
state.
Turlington said he thought the
BOR would consider FTU's 30
per cent enrollment hike when
making appropriations from a $2
million emergency fund in
November.
1
, A movement in the legislature
to reduce research by university
professors and increase time
spent teaching classes as a means
of increasing productivity was
also opposed by the
commissioner.
"A UNIVERSITY without a
research program is going to be
out of business, as far as getting
things done is concerned,"
Turli rigton said. He said he
considers textbooks and
scientific findings that come from
university research a vital part of
SUS activities.
On other issues:
·-Turlington said - he opposes
the placement of a student on the
Board of Re-gents. "A student on
the . BOR is not a panacea, and
certainly not an answer," he said.
THE COMMISSIONER said he
favors long terms for regents, and

said . responsibility should rest
with the state for the system's
operation. A bill to be presented
in the legislature in April would
put a student on the panel for a
two-year term.
--The -comm1ss1oner said the
flat fee tuition system may be
reinstated, replacing the
tuition-by-hour plan "sometine
in a year or two." He said the
present fee structure makes it
di_fficult for students to afford
"enrichment courses."
Turlington 's tour of every state
university and community
college has set a precedent for a
Florida education commissioner.
HE UNDER TOOK the tour
"to get direct, personal exposure
to the issues and problems facing
each university and the opinions
these groups have concerning the
future of ·higher education in
Florida."
At FTU, Turlington spoke to
the press, faculty members
students and career service and
professional personnel.

Emergency funding for
FTU crisis considered
By RANDY NOLES .
Contributing News Editor

OfficialS at FTU are hoping the
state will come through with
extra funds to ease the campus's ·
current financial crisis - but Vice
President for Business Affairs
John P. Goree feels "we only have
a 50-50 chance of getting what we
need."
Goree said an Orlando Sentinel
Star article quoting him as saying
"the school needs about $50,000
to get through the year", was not
accurate.
JOHN P. GOREE
""' IT;S MORE like $150,000," he
stated.
The Board of Regents (BOR) supplies, and the mcreasing
maintains an emergency fund in possibilities of class · cuts and
excess of $2 million, to be enrollment caps.
Dr. C. B. Gamberll,
distributed among the nine state
universities according to need, vice-president for academic
said Goree. It is from this source affairs, worrys the school may
that state money will eventually have to abandon it's traditional
be available for FT{J, but Goree "open door" policy.
"Obviously, we can't educate
"has no idea how much we'll get
everyone that wants to enroll if
or when we'll get it."
A spokesman for the BOR we just don't have the money,"
office in Tallahassee said, "It will he stated. "Supplies are already
probably be the end of running short all over campus."
CUTTING CLASSES, limiting
November", after an analysis of
course loads, combining some
the needs of the other state
universities, before FTU's classes, and reducing the number
of classes offered are all
portion of the money is known.
possibilities unless the additional
IN THE MEANTIME, the
money comes through, Gambrell
seven-year-old university is faced
with the immediate problems of said.
FTU's fiscal woes are in part
overcrowding and dwindling

the result of this years'
unexpected 30 per cent
enrollment increase, with
operating funds up only 5 per
cent.
FTU was alloted funds to
handle about 350 additional
stude·nts, but the current
enrollment of 10,954 shows an
increase of 2,530 over October,
1974's figures.
THE ECONOMY, the
worsening job market, and the
fact that Central Florida's
community colleges institued
enrollment caps were cited by
university administrators as
factors in the sudden enrollment
surge.
However, some relief may be in
sight for the 1976-77 school year.
At today's BOR meeting in
Gainesville, the -1egebts are to
consider a proposed budget for
next year of $325 million - up 30
per cent over the current amount.
The budget was reviewed by
the regent's finance committee
October 7, and final
recommendations will be brought
to the board today.

COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION RALPH TURLINGTON
rejected the . ~dea of enrollment caps during his FTU visit
W~nesday. He commented, ''A cap on enrollment is a cap on
learning. A cap on learning is a dunce cap."

Student senators elected
Results for the FTU student
senate elections have been
tabulated, and with the exception
of two cont.ested seat.s, the
winners in each of the schools are
listed below.
Only 760 students, 8 per cent
of the student body, voted in the
election.
Runoffs for the contested seats
will be held Oct. 23 and Oct. 24,
with on·e polling place open. near
the snack bar.

HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS
t;enior, Seat 1: Susan Fedor
_Junior Seat 2: Kathleen Zielinski
Sophomore, Seat 3: Mike
McClain
Freshman, Seat 4: Carol Evans
NATURAL SCIENCE
bemor, Seat 1: Mike Mahler
Junior, Seat 2: Tony Mancussi,
Randy Thompson, runoff
Sophomore, Seat 3: Julie Martin
Freshman, Seat 4: Nancy
Godfrey
_BUSINESS
Freshman, Seat 5: John
Bringardner
Graduate, Seat 1; Paul Woodson
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Senior, Seat 2: Rob McGarity
Senior, Seat 3: Michael L. Graduate, Seat 1: James ·Plainsted
Inderwiesen
Senior, Seat 2: Gary Stafford
Se .nior, Seat 3: Michelle
Junior, Seat 4: Kenny Lester
Junior, Seat ~: David Dingess, Mc Burney
Ken Soler, runoff
Junior, Seat 4: Carolyn Clark
Sophomore, Seat 6: Sue Mitch~ll Junior, Seat 5: Rolfe White
Freshman, Seat 7: Cher Williams Sophomore, Seat 6: Susan
Freshman; Seat 8: James Countryman
Mc Kenna
Freshman, Seat 7: Pauline
England
EDUCA.TION
Freshman, Seat 8: Gayle Brooks
Senior, Seat 1: Becky Robinson
Junior, Seat 2: Deb Sammons
Sophomore, Seat 3: Terri
Harbeck
Freshman, Seat 4: Karen Smith
ENGINEERING
Senior, Seat 1: Gary Horn
Homosexual organization at
Junfor, Seat 2: Glenn Samuel
Sophomore, Seat 3: Cathy
FI'U? Page 3
Phillips _
Indian club on campus, Page 4
Freshman, Seat 4: John
Woodward
FI'U spurs area building, Page 8
Debaters
nab fi~h at meet, Page 9
GENERAL STUDIES
Who killed JFK? Page 10
Centaur's Cosmic Counsel, Page 11
Junior, Seat 1: Lyle Evan
Calendar of Events, Page 12
Peterson
Sophomore, Seat 2: Laurie Botts Life on the Big Econ, Page 13
Freshman, Seat 3: Libby Welles
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Judge pays tribute
to deceased grad
By MARK HESS
Staff Writer

Judge Joseph Du Rocher
recently dedicated his chambers
to the memory of Joseph Leary,
an FTU graduate and counselor
for the Division of Youth Intake,
who died in mid-September.
"Every once in a while, a
person comes along in a job where
he really stands out", Judge Du
Rocher said. "Joe was one of
those oersons".
Du ROCHER SAID he named
his chambers in honor of Leary
because of his "excellence" as a
counselor for the Division of
Youth Intake. "He was one of the
best advisors I've every had", said
Du Rocher. "He was a real
professional".
Du Rocher said Leary's
specialty was working with
runaways. "Joe had runaways
from all over the nation." Du
Rocher said. "He worked with
them because he wanted to see
them get back to their homes by
the most efficient means.
"He was the kind of man who
didn't pay too much attention to
hours, and he spent a lot of time
out of court working with kids.
Jo~ was an extraordinary man".

him.~'

She concluded by saying,
"He's not going to be
replaceable".

LEARY, A retired lieutenant
colonel in the U.S. ARmy and a
27-year Army veteran, began his
job as one of two counselors for
the Division of Youth Intake over
three years ago.
.

!

Mrs. Mary Gregory, who
worked. with .. ~ary, · as a youth
c~un'selqr: spoke fondly of Leary
describing him as a happy man,
always joking, yet taking his job
very seriously. "He looked like
Col. Sanders from the Kentucky
Fried Chicken commercials, we
used to call him 'chicken man',"
Mrs. Gregory said.

MAKE

"Joe had an unusual way with
children," Mrs. Gregory Said. "He
was very firm, but very
understanding. It is unusual for
anyone with a military
background like Joe's to be so
sympathetic with the.se
children."
LEARY OBTAINED his B.A.
in sociology from FTU in March,
1972 and was working toward a
M.A. in guidance education.
Mrs. Gregory described Leary
as a man who, "kept trying to
improve himself." She said, "Joe
could have retired and just sat
around and gone fishing, but he
went to school and was working
on his master's when he died."
Mrs. Gregory explained their
jobs as counselors involved
talking with children brought in
by police. The counselor must
decide whether the child may
return home with his parents or
remain in a detention center until
the trial. Often the counselor
remains with the child through
the entire trial.
"JOE TOOK some of the most
serious crimes and worked them
up all the way through the trial,"
Mrs. Gregory said. "He was firm,
but he didn't sit in judgment, and
1
the .kids would open up with

f
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MEET T HE CANDIDATES, held Wednesday, Oct. 8, gave students an oppqrtunity t o h~ar
studen t senat e candidates like Deb Sammons and Rolfe White speak. Both Sammons and White
won in the election.

National poetry contest costly
A National On-Campus Report
editor recently dashed off a poem
to the National Poetry Press
Competition to see how good a
poem had to be for publication in
the "Annual Anthology of
College Poetry," the
competition's volume of winners.

New dewee aids
public adrninistra(ors
A new bachelor's degree
program designed to help fulfill
the need for : qualified public
administrators is now being
offered by the Department of
Public Service Administration.
The department's program
began in September and allows
students to opt for elective
courses in specialized areas such
as public budgeting and finance,
health administration and public
personnel management.
" M U CH 0 F . the ·Study

MONEY

The Report said in a subsidiary
publication, the "College Student
Activities Handbook" the
following poem was selected as
some of the "finest poetry
written by the college men and
women of America":
"MEN STRIVE, women cry
But they don't hear the cry, and

they don't feel the pain. But they
do see the sky."
Accompanying the letter of
acceptance was an order blank for
one of the "limited editions" of
the poet's writing.
News releases promoting the
contest are sent annually to
college newsp.apers.

"DEE'S SANDWICH SHOP"
across from Winn Dixie U,iion Park
· PIZZAS· "Home Made" SUBS
o.-r Specialty

hours

·11 a.m. · 11 p.m.

OPEN SUNDAYS

The Earth shoe has
come to Orlando~
Earlh* '.\-lale

·BABY SITTING!

ll.trk ht o \\ n 'momh .
'- :lllcl ~ ll C'd 1·
11.11111·JI

!!101<·

$ 38 50

The -~
shoe
u've~::::\;:::!: "''"""""

Zoeard about,
d:u-1.lwo \\'ll" l" ll"
ll :t \ \ , 11, •cl o

$ 36.00

the shoe you've

read about, Anne

r

SIGN UP NOW
.FOR
FALL QUARTER
·v.C. 224 OR
CALL 275-2191

Kalse's original invention, the
first shoe with the heel lower
·· - t·- h··' than the toe the
&lEar shoe that's So unique
· ~ShOE· 1·1"spaIenIed··1s now
available in Orlando
only
at:
EARTH SHOE
1

,

----

---

___ _J

ORLANDO FASHION S.QUARE
3399 E. Co'lonlal ~'· ORLANDO, FLA. 32803
lift Ctrtlllc1t11 lvall1lllL 30 5-89 8-1822

..

Gay org~nization sought at FTU
By DANA EAGLES
Editor-in-chief

Attempts at organizing a social
and service club for homosexuals
on campus have met with refusals
to advertise its organizational
me e ti n g , but i ts would· be
founder is continuing the drive.
John Greene, an engineering
major, said he wants to organize a
"conciousness-raising" group for
"gay people" attending FTU, but
needs 12 signed members and two
officers before the club can be
registered by Student
Government.
GREE NE WAS refused
publicity on WORJ-FM, a radio
station he said was the "only one
I had a chance with."
John Martina, public affairs
director for the station, said he
refused to announce the
organization of the club on the
grounds that it was not registered
by the university.
"When he (Greene) becomes a
function of FTU, we'll consider
it," Martina said.
THE FUTURE also refused to
advertise the proposed club.
Barry Pait, business manager
for the FuTUre, said he denied
Greene pl8:_cement of a classified

ad promoting the proposed group
because he did not "want to have
advertising promotion
homosexuality_.''
The club would also have to
· register within the next week and
have an adviser to obtain funds
from SG this year.
THE CLUB would look for a
faculty adviser who is
"unquestionably straight," Green
said, so his employment would
not be jeopardized.
Green said because he belleved
Orlando was not a
politically-oriented city, the
group would probably stress
social and service functions, such
as discussing problems c_ommon
to gay people. He said such an
organization would help bring the
gay situation "out of the closet."
He estimated there could be as
many as 1,100 gay people at
FTU, but "even assuming there
are only 500" he said he sees a
need for the gay alliance. Greene
cited the success of similar groups
at universities such as Florida
State University as support for his
proposal. .
GREENE SAID he had not
determined the legality of such an
organization, but added because
of society's view of

SUS employees given
tuition-free hours
.

By MARK HESS
Staff Writer

A new interpretation of the
Board of Regents (BOR) policy,
concerning tuition-free credit for
all State University System (SUS)
employes, will allow FTU
employes more hours of class
credit without penalty.
John P. Goree, vice-president
for business affairs, said about
five years ago, the BOR set
guidelines authorizing the SUS to
waive six hours free tuftion for all
SUS employ es.
THE
CURRENT
interpretation of the rule stated
under the operating rules of the
B 0 R, "the employes of the
university would receive a fringe
benefit of six hours fre·e tuition
for on~ampus instruction."
The guidelines further stated
employes taking more than six
hours were ineligible to receive
this benefit and would have to
pay for "all" credit hours.
Goree said that when the
regulation was passed, students

-

paid a fixed tuition, regardless of
the number of hours taken. But
last fall, the SUS went to a tuition
based on an hourly rate.
Dr. E. T. York Jr., SUS
chancellar stated, "Because of
changes in the tuition-fee
structure of the SUS, that
(current) interpretation seems
overly restrictive and counter to
the intent of the benefit:''
York, who interprets all BOR
policy, then issued a new
interpretation of the bill to be
"effective immediately."
The interpretation stated all
SUS employes may enroll for six
hours without fees, and employes
taking more than six hours will
pay the appropriate hourly fee
for each hour over six.
Goree said only career
employes, people who have
worked at least six months
full-time for the university, are
eligible for the benefits. He added
there are presently 99 employes
receiving the free credit.

Social workers await
accredidation decision
A decision is now pending on for some jobs in social work they
the accreqitation of the could not qualify for otherwise,
Sociology Department 1S social according to Dr. Hodgin.
work program that could mean
greater employment
opportunities f9r students.
A site team representing the
Council on Social Work
Education (CSWE), the national
accreditation body for social
work education, recently visited
College Press Service
the campus to gather information
More high school students are
for their report on- the Sqcial
Science Department's program. turning thumbs down on college
THE TEAM'S report will go these days.
The percentage of men
before the full CSWE committee
graduating form high school who
in November.
"If we are accredited, the planned to go to college declined
accreditation date will be from 76 per -::ent in October 1972
retroactive to July 1, 1973," said to 69 per cent in October, 1974,
Dr. John E. Hodgin, director of the Census Bureau reports. The
the social work education percentage of college-bound
women remained the same program.
about 70 per cent.
Similar results were found in a
If the Social Science
Department's program is granted Purdue University study . Fewer
accreditation, students will be high school students are enrolling
in "college prep" type courses
able to complete the graduate now and are opting instead for
program in social work in one vocational courses, according to
year instead of two and qualify survey results.

College
popularity
decreases

homosexuality, he was
"forfeiting any security clearance
in the future."
He said the fact that records
would show membership in the
organization might dissuade
potential members from signing,
decreasing the chances of
becoming registered on campus.
Vice-President for Student
Affairs W. Rex Brown said there
are "no legal barriers" to the
associatioQ - registering. Recent
court cases and changing
attituaes, Brown said, led then

SUS Chancellor Robert Mautz to
advise a university president in
October 1974 that a gay group
could be registered as a student
organization.

-ftlltJ
-
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IN 9170, the chairman of the
Board of Regents held that such
an organization could not be
legally registered.
by the university.
That registration was
cont rovers i al when the
organization formed, but Mrs.
Bowen said State University
System officials approved it as
did university officers.
Joy Bowen, coordinator for
student organizations at FSU,
said the gay student association
on the FSU campus is registered

Fi:Dancial aid still available
for FTU students in need
By KERRY FAUNCE
. Staff Writer

Financial aid is still available
for those students demonstrating
financial ·need.
According to Don Baldwin,
director of student financial aid,
educational grants can be
obtained from the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant
program within four or five weeks
· from the date of application by
an eligible student. Educational
loans will be available by the
winter quarter.
Many of FTU's financial aid
programs have been filled .due to
increased enrollment. Baldwin
estimated 3,100 students will
receive financial aid this year.
"We had a lot of people decide
to come at the last minute."
Baldwin said. "Some 'vets' were
having VA problems. The
Financial Aid Office was
swamped."
Baldwin said some students
had been delayed in receiving
Basic Grant and National Direct
Student Loan checks because
finances had not been transferred
from FTU's account with the
Department of Health Education
and Welfare. The problem results
from the time it takes to get
money from the office in
Washington, D.C.
"There is a shortage of ready
cash now," Baldwin explained,
"but we won't run short for the
year."
Financial Aid programs still
open include Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants, Non-Florida
Tuition Waivers, on-campus
part-time employment, various
scholarship funds, Federally
insured Student loans, Florida
insured student loans and
emergency short-term loans.
The Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant (BEOG)
program is the most recent
addition to the financial aid
program. This. federally designed
program provides assistance to
financially needy students.

God wants
you to
celebrate
America's
bicentennial...
by helping
others.
Practice
What you
pray.

DON BALDWIN, director of student financial aid looks over a
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant application, which will
award funds up to $1400. He estimated that 3100 students
will receive financial aid this ·year.
Award3ed funds may not exceed
$1,400, minus the amount the
student and his or her family can
contri})ute toward the cost of
education. A minimum of $200
may be awarded to eligible
students.
Students wishing to apply for
BEOG money must complete an
application for determination of
eligibility and send it to the Basic
Grants office in Iowa City, Iowa.
Within four weeks, the student
will receive a student eligibility
report which will indicate the
results of the application. The
report is then submitted to the
Student Financial Aid Office in
the Administration Buil~·ing
where the amount of the grant
will be calculated.

Students are eligible for a grant
if they: (1) have established
financial need by means of the
Basic Grant application; (2)
began or will begin ·Pdst-fiigh
school education after April 1,
197 3; (3) will be enrolled in an
eligible program at one of the
institutions which have been
determined eligible for the Basic
Grant program; and (4) are U.S.
citizens or are in the United
States for other than temporary
purposes and plan to become
citizens.
Students who enrolled in
post-high school education prior
to April 1, 1973 are eligible if (1)
Continued on page 4

''Saga Says"
ou could go nuts waitin
for_a better ·deal than the
Meal Plan
Special offer for a . 7 Wk.Plan
19 Meal Plan S157.00
14 Meal Plan 149.00
10 Meal Plan .149.00
Prices Include Tax
1

:

Sign up now For the Meal Plan in
Vill8'!:e Center Cafeteria Office From 9 A.M.-4 P .M., Mon thru Fri.

'Saga Food Service Office
Ask for Bill or Cliff
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Financial aid available

I

Continued from page 3

they were enrolled in a course of
study which was remedial in
nature; (2) they were enrolled in a
course of study which was
designed to prepare them for
regular enrollment in an
institution of postsecondary
education; (3) they were enrolled
in an institution of postsecondary
education while still in high
school; or, (4) they were enrolled
in an institution of postsecondary
education which was not eligible
for participation in the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant
Program prior to April 1, 1973.
Basic Gran ts are designed to be
the "floor" of a financial aid
package and may be combined
with other forms of aid in order
to meet a -student's educational
needs. Money received from a
Basic Grant does not have to be
repaid .
Another form of financial aid
not requiring repayment is the
Non-Florida Tuition Waiver.
Under this program, non-Florida
residents may have their tuition
waived through the Board of
Regents if they possess skills or
abilities which comprise a
positive contribution to the
university environment.
FTU may waive tuition for a
limited number of students and
may also assist graduate and
foreign students. Areas of
contribution may include
academics, music, drama and fine
arts.
Students demonstrating
superior academic performance
may qualify for some form of
scholarship. The Financial Aid
Office processes scholarships
provided by private donors, and
several community and university
organizations. Eligibility
r~q 1,1ir~ments . _ar~ . set by the
individual donors and the
Financial Aid ,Office. Most
scholarships available to FTU
students are awarded by the
various colleges within the
university. Further information
may be found in the FTU
Bulletin.
The only form of state funded
financial aid which has no
prerequisite of financial need is
on-campus part-time
employment. An estimated 300
students are employed by FTU.
Students under this program
may work up to 20 hours per

week. Areas of employment vary
from clerical, or filing, to
advanced secretarial or computer
programming.
The various colleges and
departme-nts offer these
positions. Students may apply in
the colleges or in the Financial
Aid Office.
Baldwin said part-time
employmetn is in critical shape at
this time. While most positions
have been filled, some are still
available .and others open up as
students graduate or resign. In
other instances, on-campus
part-time employment has been
incorporated into the College
Work-Study Program.
Grants, tuition waivers and
scholarships are often combined
with educational loans to make
the final financial aid package. In
some cases, where other aid is not
available, a Joan may make up the
total award.
Long term loans generally do
not have to be repaid until after a
student graduates. Interest
charges often do not accrue until
the payment period begins.
· The Federally Insured Student
Loan Program Guaranteed
Student Loan Program) provides
i nsu ranee for long-term, low
interest loans made by authorized
lenders (banks, savings and loan
associations, credit unions,
pension funds and insurance
companies). Up to $2,000 per
academic year of $7 ,500 during
undergraduate studies is allowed
under this program. Graduate or
professional study students may
borrow up to $10,000.
Any student whose adjusted
family . income is less than
$15,000 is automatically eligible .
for federal interest benefits. For
stude'n ts receiving interest
benefits, the federal government
pays to the lender the total
interest due prior to the
beginning of the repayment
period.
Students not eligible for
federal interest benefits must pay
their own interest charges prior to
the repayment period.
Applications for this loan may
be made at the lending institution
or at the Student Financial Aid
Office.
The only other long term
educational loan available at this
time is the Florida Insured
Student Loan . Similar to the

Federally Insured Student Loan,
this program allows students with
adjusted family incomes of less
than $15,000 to borrow up to
$2,500 per academic year, net
exceeding $7 ,500 per student for
undergraduate studies. Individual
graduate or professional study
students may . borrow up to
$10,000. Applicants must be U.S.
citizens and have been residents
of Florida for one year prior to
application.
Repayment does not begin
until 12 months after graduation
or termination of study as at least
a ha! f-time student. A $30
minimum monthly payment is
required during the repayment
period and an annual interest rate ·
of seven percent is charged.
Full time students who find
themselves in a temporary
financial bind may want to apply
for an emergency short-term
loan. These loans are available at
the beginning of the qu~u"ter and
must be repaid by the end of that
quarter. The maximum amount
of the loan is limited to the
amount of student fees and
books. This loan carries a two per
cent service charge, and a $5 late
charge if not repaid by the
contracted due date.
Baldwin said Federal and
Florida Insured Student loans can
be available by the winter
quarter. Other loans, such as Law
Enforcement Educational Loans,
National Direct Student Loans
and Student Regent Fee Loans
must be applied for three to six
months in advance.
"We've had problems with
short term loans," Baldwin said.
"Some people just can't grasp
reality. They say the loan is just
for this quarter. A lot are back the
next quarter."
Students are urged to apply for
financial aid as far in advance as
possible. The normal application
period for financial aid is
December 1, through May 1 ior
the academic year beginning the
following September. A new
application must be submitted
each year.

DR. J. PAUL HARTMAN has been named chairman of the
Civil Engineering and Environmental Sciences Department. A
faculty member since July 1, 1968, Dr. Hartman became
chairman Sept. 1, according to Dr. Robert D. Kersten, dean of
the College of Engineering.

New Indian club on canipus
contributions to Western Society
The FTU American Indian
and the problems facing the
Organization is a newly formed
American Indian today.
·
club on campus. Membership is
If you are interested in joining
open to everyone interested,
or want further information,
Indian and non-Indian alike.
contact Dr. Paul Wehr, Christie
The purpose for this club is to
Metiver or Stephanie Kindel in
provide a greater awareness of the
American Indian's heritage. their · the Department of History.

·Doctors, nurses Warned about pill
Oral contraceptives won this
month's dangerous drug
competition, according to the
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA). The agency said that
women aged 40 to 44 who take
the pill are 5. 7 times as likely to
suffer heart attacks as women
who don't. For women between

30 and 39 years old, the risk of
heart attacks triples with use of
the pill.
The FDA has warned doctors,
nurses and other health
professionals of the danger and
intends to demand that a warning
be included on oral contraceptive
packages.

------------ --
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· Challenge shop
Backpacking Specialist
Packs small &

large Bicycie Racks
All hiking needs
Top name brands
40JLE. Hwy 436 831-7449
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VILLAGE CENTER
SNACK BAR
With this Coupon
you can getCoffee
&
Donut
for
20¢

Oct. 20, 21, 22
Application forms and detailed
information can be obtained
9:30AM-2:30PM
from the Financial Aid Office in
room 282~ the Adm~istration~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~
Building. In addition, counselors
INVESTIGATE OUR LITTLE
are provided to · help students
determine their financial needs
CORNER OF WINTER PARK
and resources.

--------------

. .... REMEMBER, NOT ALLAPTS
WERE CREA TED EQUAL

' ST.UDENTD.ISCOUNT 678-6090
on Semoran

Pteptofessi-o nal
ffiedical .S ociety
It Is becoming Increasingly difficult to gain

INVOLVED
GET
.
.
Meet Organ1zat1ons on ca1npus

A-C T IVIT IE S DAY
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OCT 17
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1975

admission to professional schools. The
Preprofesslon_a l ffiedlcal Society Is the
answer for you If you are a premedical,
predental, preveterlna1y, prepharmacy, or
p1eoptometry student. Come_by and see
us In VC 208, and watch for news In the
Fu TU re.

Attention nll .
pteprofessionQJ students!
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Congress
College Press Service

Just two days before the
semester begins, a professor
frantically calls the university
library to request 25 copies of an
article to be put on reserve. He
has neglected to order the book
or journal from the publisher or
perhaps he simply wanted to
write off the expense to the
school instead of charging his
students for the original. Or
maybe 25 copies of the original
were unavailable.
The library pays for the
copying machine, the paper, the
administrative details, but it pays
no one for the educational

material which it reprints. In fact,
the material that is so valuable to
the students in the class is
absolutely free.
BUT IF Congress passes the
copyright legislation now being
considered by committees in
both the House and Senate, the
library would be liable for a
$50,000 fine for reprinting those
25 copies. The new law will
protect authors and publishers
from losing revenues because of
free reprints while depriving
educators and libraries of the
right to provide educational
materials to students that might
otherwise be unavailable.
Last year, a substantially

_S alary increases
requested by FTU
By KERRY FAUNCE
Staff Writer

Salary increases for faculty and
staff top the priority list in FTU's
legislative budget request.
All FTU budget requests ask
for additional funds to help offset
spending power that university
employees have lost through
inflation and by a 1975-76 freeze
on all state employees' salaries.
"IT ALSO will help equalize
FTU salaries and benefits with
those at other institutions," said
James Smith, FTU budget
officer.
FTU is requesting a 20 to 25
per cent hike in faculty, and
administrative . and professional
(A&P) salaries and a 15 per cent
increase for career service
employees.
"The . reason for this
percentage difference is that for
the past five years, faculty and
A&P have received no special

salary adjustments, as contrasted
with career service personnel,
who have received an
accumulative 10 to 12 per cent
special salry adjustment during
this same five years," Smith said.
. SMITH SAID the budget
request is submitted to the BOR
and they, in turn, submit their
total budget request to the state
legislature, based on the input
from all universities . The
legislature makes the final
decision as to how much the SUS
will be allocated.
Smith said other priorities call
for increased fringe benefits, a 5
to 15 per cent boost for part-time
and student personnel, and an
overall 10 per cent increase for
general expense and operating
capital outlay to keep pace with
inflation.
Additional funding for pay
increases as well as other
expenditures will come primarily
from tax dollars and have little
influence on tuition rates.

Survey shows college
students to he cynical
By ALLAN RABINOWITZ
College Press Service

College s tu den ts are an
unhappy, cynical, alienated
bunch of people, with no respect
for institutions, little belief in
God and the "lowest morals," if
George Gallup's statistics have
correctly gauged the mood of the
nation's campuses.
A recent Gallup survey showed
that while most students lean to
the left politically, the minority
of students who "take a center or
right of center position" on
political issues are also those who
have "the greatest confidence in
the nation and its institutions,
respect for religion, and their own
family life."
THE SURVEY results, based
on about 900 interviews with
students from 57 colleges around
the nation, indicated that most
students move to the left in their
political thinking during their
four years of college. While 30 per
cent of the freshmen polled said
they leaned to "left of center or
far left," 53 per cent of the
seniors said they identified with
the left to some degree. Only 20
per cent of the seniors said their
ideas went to the right of center
or far right.
The survey compared one Ivy
League university (which was not
named) and Oklahoma Christian
College (OCC) with each other
and with college students in
general. The OCC students
tended to take the opposite view
from the majority of college
students around the country on
almost every major issue, while
the Ivy League students leaned
toward the other extreme of the
national results: they felt the
same on most issues as the
nation s students in general but

copyright law·

considers

in s i g.nifican tly larger
proportions.
THE FOLLOWING are some
survey results on the moral and
political attitudes of college
students in general, and at
Oklahoma Christian College and
an Ivy League school:
--Fifty-four per cent -of all
college students favored the
decriminalization of marijuana,
while 68 per cent of the Ivy
League students favored it. OCC
students opposed the measure by
90 percent.

1e

--Only
per cent of the
nation's colle·ge students and 9
per cent of the Ivy League
students felt that premarital sex
was wrong, while 83 per cent of
the OCC students were against
premarital sex.
--Sixty-five per cent of all
college students and 83 per cent
of the Ivy League students
supported the right of abortion
under all circumstances. Only 24
per cent of the OCC students
took that stand.
The survey indicated that most
college students held a "strong
an ti-business" attitude. But,
according to Gallup, this
hostiality is accompanied by a
"shocking" ignorance of the free
enterprise system. Gallup asserts
that most students have a
"distorted" view of big business,
over-estimating profits and
under-estimating corporate taxes.
"Why do students tum to the
left?" asked Gallup in a summary
of the survey's findings. He
answered his own question by
citing events of the recent past
such as Vietnam, Watergate, and
the economy - but emphasized
the "great influence" of
professor with leftist views.

similar bill was passed in the
Senate but the session ended
before the House considered its
own copyright legislation.
Committee sources in the House
predict that a new copyright bill
will be voted on within the next
year.
The new law as proposed
would allow the free duplication
of copyrighted material "for
purposes such ~ as criticism,
comment, news reporting,
teaching, scholarship, or
research." This "amorphous
doctrine''-of "fair use," as the
Supreme Court called it last ye;u
in ruling on a copyright case,
varies from case to case
depending on such intangibles as
"the nature and purpose" of the
work, the amount copied and the
financial effect. of copying on the
potential market for the material.
FAIR USE does not include
what the bill calls "systematic"
reproduction of copyrighted
material. Library copying for
inter-library loans and reserve
copies would probably fall under
this category of "systematic''
reproduction.
In testimony before the House
Judiciary Committee,

Prof

subcommittee on courts, civil
liberties and the administration
of justice this summer, educators
claimed that this bill would be
devastating to the teaching
process.
"Educational users need
special protection over and above
that provided commercial users,"
Bernard J. Freitag, a National
Ed .ucation Association
representative said. "They have a
public responsibility for teaching.
They work for people -- not for
profit."
The benefits of using
reprints--access to materials that
would otherwise be too costly for
most libraries and students to
afford -- would be lost if the bill
were approved, the educators
. argued. Providing resources from
a wide range of journals and
collections gives the student a
broader vie.w than if one
textbook were assigned for each
class.
BUT WRITERS and publishers
have a different perspective.
While cheap r~productions mean
less money from student
pocketbooks, they also mean less
money in the author's b~nk

account. In many cases, this is a
substantial financial loss for the
writer.
"(Librarians and educators)
are asking writers to ignore their
own economic difficulties and act
like good socialists, spuming the
profit motive and resigning like a
clutch of hard-nosed captialists,"
author Michael Mawshaw wrote
in the Chronicle of Higher
Education. "Does a society that
feels it can casually reproduce
and exploit an author's work for
free really respect the written
word?"
The repercussions of the
proposed legislation are already
being felt on college campuses. At
Arizona State University (ASU),
the head librarian has refused to
make more than one copy of an
article for the reserve reading
section citing the "fair use"
doctrine .
"PUBLISHERS ARE in a
pretty surly mood," librarian·
Donald Koepp said. Not half as
surly as ASU students will be
when only one copy is available
for reading, however.
"The frustration level of
students trying to use this place is
very high, Koepp admitted.

challenges

By KERRY FAUNCE
staff writer

Dr. Edwin Shirkey, assistant
professor of psychology, has won
the right t.o have his grievance
concerning last year's denial or
promotion reinitiated.
The Oct. 2 decision in the
Ora~ge County Court house
marked the first time a public
hearing on a faculty grievance had
been initiated by FTU under the
new Board of Regents (BOR)
policies.

denial

were ambiguously written,
arbitrarily interpreted, and
unjustly applied in that they were
retroactively administered."
SHIRKEY ALSO charged that
the dean of social sciences
interfered with his grievance
I et ter by withholding an
important memorandum.
He said the memorandum
provided written evidence that
his promotion evaluation was
based on the 197 5 PAA.
The presiding committee at the
hearing ruled that a
recommendation be made to
FTU President Charles Millican to
reinitiate the grievance process.
The grievance process will begin
with filing an addendum to
Shirkey's letter of complaint and
a reinvestigation by the
University Grievance Committee.

ACCORDING TO Dr. Phillip
Tell, FTU grievance chairman,
Shirkey's motion was based-upon
his charge that the administration
did not permit him to select the
University Grievance Committee
to conduct the informal
investigation as guarante~d by the
SUS Rules of Procedure.
In his grievance, Shirkey
complained that his promotion
application was evaluated on the
basis of a 1975 Plan for Academic
Administration (PAA), which
was not made public to the FTU
faculty until after promotion
applications were processed. He
argued the 197 5 PAA was an
inappropriate model to use ·for
juding promotion suitability.
Shirkey charged he was
"denied promotion on the basis
of promotion guidelines which

FuTUre
·•
seminar
to be held-..............................
Club presidents interested in
learning how to more effectively
publicize their organization
through the campus newspaper,
may attend the second of two
"mini-seminars" led by Dana
Eagles., editor-in-chief of the
FuTUre, Thursday at 11 a.m.
in the VC's Student
Organizations Lounge.
Among topics to be discussed
are how t.o coordinate a group's
publicity with the newspaper,
and the press release format.
"We realize club presidents
have been dissatisfied in the past
with coverage of student
organization events," Eagles said.
"This seminar offers a chance to
improve coverage, and to help
clear up the misunderstanding
about the role the newspaper
plays in the ·coverage of campus
events and in the life of the
student organization."

Central Florida's fir,sf Dealer

HONDA of ORLANDO
1802 Edgewater

Orlando

· 841-8641

Lay away now fot Christmas

S.G. _DIStJOIJNT 1"0WIE &

DINNER THEATRE TlfJkETS
V.tJ. Box Offiee II: am· 4:pm
---~

Tues. & Wed- 5- 7:30 pm

Use vending fund
for education
The itemization of vending
fund expenditures for the last
fiscal year points out that the
BOR's more restrictive guidelines
came not a month too late.
An examination of the way
proceeds were spent from
vending machin profits around
campus shows the original plans
called for spen~ing inor~inate
amounts on "official
entertainment'' for "public
relations" to supposedly boost
job opportunities and increase
donations from the community.
OF THE $27 ,000 fund, fully
$3,000 of it was spent to keep
track of the other $24,000.
Worse, when revenue shortfalls
became apparent, . the measley
scholarship appropriation, got
one of the largest cuts.
Meanwhile, the "special
Christmas event" was sheared
only 30 per cent.
We can't justify expenditures
of this magnitude to woo
prospective benefactors, decorate
Christmas parties, or buy flowers.
Though the . ··people
investments" must be

occasionally made, in this tight
economy we can't see the wisdom
of spending money to tell the
community how much we need
money.
THE UNIVERSITY s¥stem
was in a financial crisis last year
and it is it) a worse one this year.

The embellishments must go the
way of the open door concept.
We're glad the BOR put its foot
down on vending expenditures
that don't serve educational
·purposes. We hope· the same
philosophy will extend to all
·
spending this year.

-THE EDITORIAL BOARD

Turnout '1ffirms
nee"- for .reform .
The official count of ballots in last week's election shows
only 760of11,000 students voted.
Only 8 per cent cared enough or knew enoµgh, and we
would rather assume the latter, to cast a ballot.
. THE FIGURE represents a drop, percentage-wise, in
participation in spring elections of 3 per cent from last year.
The decrease seems nominai until one considers the
comparison is with a high of only 11 per cent.
Numerically, despite a rise in enrollment of 2,000 students,
185 fewer students voted than last year.
_
And they thought last year the turnout for Student Senate
elections coul<l'n 't get any worse . We submit it only began its
downward plunge last year, and that it's partially the fault of
Student Government election rules.
BY UNREASONABLY restricting the campaign to one
week, SG succeeded only in decreasing the likelihood of FTU
students voting. Realizing that students are not favorably
disposed toward voting in the first place, we don't need any
structural cogs to be added" to the attitudinal · ones in the
wheels of elections.
And why should students vote? Why should they spend
their time aimlessly marking ballots beside names they've
never seen,-representing people they're never met?
We're not interested in votes for their own sake. The point is
that 8 per cent are electing senators to form policies for the
entire student body . The majority doesn't rule in selecting
legislators on this campus; 8 to 10 per cent do.
The proof that the length of the campaign was insuffiderit
was in the pudding of the election. Removing restructions on
the campaign may not send voting skyrocketing, but it can't
hurt.
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Students on BOR long .o verdue
by RANDY NOLES
Contributing News Editor

House Bill 395, proposed by Rep. Bill Nelson to
place a State University System student on the Board
of Regents will be considered by the Florida House in
early April.

problems overnight, would at least go a long way
toward providing those "new answers."
UNFORTUNATELY, HATTAWAY'S assessment
of the bill is not shared by many of his area colleagues
in the Florida house.

Rep. Bill Fulford said that "talks with university
presidents and BOR members "convinced him to ·
The advantages of such a bill to the student are oppose passage."
·
obvious. For the first time, students have a chance for
a meaningful, viable voice in major education-related
Fulford's Orlando office number is (305)841-4441.
decisions.
Let him know how vou feel.
IT IS a golden opportunity to help remedy the
REP. HARVEY MATTHEWS said he would vote
unresponsiveness of the university system hierarchy, against the bill if underclassmen were eligible for the
and to effectively represent student interests and appointment.
needs in Tallahassee.
Freshmen, sophomores, and juniors who care about
The student would be appointed by the governor, the future of higher education in Florida may wish to
approved by three cabinet members, and then call his office at (305) 843-5242 and ask him why he
confirmed by the full senate. To guarantee fairness, feels seniors have a monopoly on concern and ability.
-the position would be rotated among Florida's nine
state · universities so no school could be represented.
Representatives William Gibson and William
more than one~ in any nine-year period.
Gorman are currently non-committal.

A more equitable system would be hard to imagine. ·
GIBSON CAN be reached at (:-\05) t!.23-1000, and
HOWEVER, OF the Central Florida legislators Gorman at (305) 849-3289. They should be reminded
contacted, only two, representatives Dick Batchelor that students have strong feelings on this issue, and
and Bob Hattaway, would currently support the bill. comprise a formidable voting block.
Hattaway argued that "that the educational system
-THE EDITORIAL BOARD
As Gorman correctly stated, "This is quite a
just isn't working--we need to work for a new system departure from the usual procedure ... it's never been
The FuTUre
with new answers."
done before."
He believes the appointment of a concientious
It is also long overdue. Students need and deserve a
FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY·
student, while it would certainly not solve any major reasonable voice in governing their affairs. ·
. 9~1? ~J~·~/llS
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Radar switch challenges SWEAR UJ!,it
By MYRON CARDEN
Although you may not have
noticed it, something is strangely
amiss at FTU. The fate of FTU
motorists hangs in the balance of
a life-and-death struelde.
The entire episode started this
summer when FTU police
purchased a $1.000 radar f!lln to

assist -in nailing speeders who
lawlessly cruise along at speeds up
to 21 miles per hour in a 15
mile-per-hour zone.
UNBEKNOWNST TO the
campus police, the manufacturer
of the radar gun was a major U.S.
defense contractor and had just
recently developed a
revoluntionary new artillery

Soccer 'ignoranc~;
not 'permanent' ill
Editor:
Well~

sports fans, t!'iere's good
news and bad news.
First the bad news. Fred Van
Assche has dropped another one.
This one smells worse than the
.last one. Mr. Van Assche certainly
isn't writing like the well·versed
sports editor we've heard from in
the past.
N 0 W for the good news.
Ig~orance of the game of soccer
(football, if you please) is not
universal, nor is a permanent
condition among those
unfortunates afflicted. The
condition can be remedied.
Regular attendance of the FTU
home matches will provide
excitement and fun as well as an
understanding of the game which
will soon surpass that level
displayed in the article
"Promises, promises . . . "
published in last week's edition of
the FuTUre.
As for the caliber of play
displayed against USF, we will
say that a regular FTU soccer fan .
would know that the Knights
play was far fr~m. the type of
match they have played before,
and will play in the upcoming
Despite a fanatical devotion to
the FTU soccer team, we must
grudgingly admit that their
performance last week was
inadequate.
HIS TREATMENT of the
soccer team is further evidenced
of a lack of perspective. If he
knew soccer, he would have
discussed lack of penetration,
lack of passing, slow defense, etc.,
rather than "poor
sportsmanship."

Van Assche extolled the
virtues of two of the poorest,
most confused officials we have
witnessed. The'y allowed a
potentially exciting and tight
game to deteriorate into a near
free-for-all.
Instead, they overlooked
tlagran~ violations and argued
over decisions. So much for
"benevolent tolerance." He
didn't mention 1) injuries, 2)
cooperative size of the soccer
programs at both universities, or
3) USF Division I status (and No.
3 ranking in the South, we
understand).

device similar in appearance to
the radar gun an able to wioe out
small groups of Communist
sympathizers at distances up to
five miles a way.
As could be expected,
somehow the shipment intended
for the Defense Department
landed in east Union Park and was
quickly dispatched to the FTU
campus. Also not surprisingly,
the radar gun ended its wrong

way trek in downtown Moscow.
Acting quickly, three months
later, the unnamed manufacturer
realized its mistake and
telephoned the FTU police
department. Unfortunately, the
transmission was garbled and the
.FTU police misconstrued the
manufacturer as saying that
operating instructions would be
sent for the device.

That was good news for the
police department since, still
believing the instrument to be a
radar gun, none of the men in
their department had quite
determined how to use the
contraption.
At this juncture, the Defense
Department was called in to help
retrieve the military device.
Immediately, two men from their
Special
Weapons Emergency
and
.
.

Radar (SWEAR) division were
sent to FTU to bring back the
weapon by hook, crook or cuss
word.
Joe and Bertram (not their real
names) were astensibly detailed
to the campus to assist the
campus police in patrolling
parking lots and aiding students
with car problems. But
underneath that smiling face seen

oy sLUuents who get help starting
their cars, lies the mind of an
ardent SWEARer, always
scheming for a way to wrest
control of the dangerous artillery
gun from the hands of the
po ten ti ally dangerous police
department.
The SWEAR team has been
hampered in their efforts to
retrieve the gun so far. But top
secret plans are sent from
Washington daily to aid the pair
in their never-ending quest to
acquire the instruement.

The SWEAR team is relieved
about one aspect of the situation,
however. FTU police have yet to
use the game. Still awaiting
instructions from the gun's
manufacturer, the device has
been relegated to a spot near the
reflecting pond as another shining
example of the school's thrift
program.
Une day, however, FTU police
will learn how to operate the ~n,
probably by paying a $1.000
consultant fee.
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A SPORTS writer should
commend fine individual
performances but one has to
know a little soccer to recognize
these things.
We predict a deeper,
penetrating, quicker offense, a
stronger defensive effort, more
determined goalkeeping and fine
individual skills, will , meld to
produce a two·or three:ppint win
for FTU this week. t:fO.n't be
surprised to see a shutout.
In any case, the FTU Knights
soccer · team will improve-we
challenge Mr. Van Assche to do
the same.
TED BROOKS
SG DIRECTIOR OF ATHLETIC
AFFAIRS
RICK WALSH
STUDENT BODY
VICE-PRESIDENT
GARY ANDERSEN
STUDENTBODYPREfilDENT

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
PIZZAS
SANDWICHES
POOL TABLES
1 MILE WEST OF ALAFAYA TR
ON EAST COLONIAL
-~-------------------------------

A PIZZA

and
PITCHER OF BEER 2.50
limit one per customer
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This package of College
Communications Aids, now
being distributed to dormitory
students, will help you
determine the most
economical calling periods.
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Land deve1opment thrives

FTU spurs area building

PERSONALITY
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Progressively higher property prices fail to dampen
contributing Feature Editor
the spirits of ambitious businessmen who sense
tremendous profit-reaping potential within the
Orlando received a dramatic economic facelift in surrounding five-mile radius stemming from the
late 1971, with the October completion of the university.
behemoth Walt Disney World. It's opening triggered an
Scores of commercial enterprises and housing,
unprecedented two-to three -year period of facilities have sprung up over the past seven years,
commercial expansion, particularly on the west side of some designed to attract student business, others
town.
.
eyeing the area's future development.
Meanwhile, a quieter metamorphosis was evolving
The building trend began around 1970 with the
on the eastern edge of Orlando. This transformation erection of nearby apartment dwellings. Competing
was generated in 1967 by the initial_construction of complexes have since appeared, along with area mobile
the FTU campus. Within just eight years, the college home parks.
_
revolutionized the once predominantly agricultural ' SEVERAL CONDOMINIUM developments also
and densely-forested surrounding land, as business invaded the five-mi le radius around campus over the
ventures expanded and property values skyrocketed past three years. These buildings were construct~d
proportionately.
near FTU, hoping to attract a sizable buying market m
In 1963, the State legislature recognized the need the future, as the school expands.
for a university in the east central region of Florida.
Meanwhile, a Gulf Service Station, Goodyear
Original plans called for a technical school dose to the Automotive Center and Ramada Inn East were built ·
Cape, but located equidistant to all areas of the Central two miles away from campus, at the comer of Alafaya ·
F1orida community.
Trail and Highway 50.
:.
To- satisfy this hefty criteria, Brevard, Osceola,
The service station m~mager says that students now·
Photo ~Y Jim Squires
Orange and Seminole Counties undertook land studies account for 75 to 80 per cent of his business.
. WILLIAM ·E ·DA VIS Union Park busin~ssman and rancher
in 1963 and 1964.
, RAMADA INN Gener~ Manager Carl Ransom cites . ·"
·.
j d "th nothing on it but dense forest
However the Board of Control (now the Board of lack of competition as a reason for construction of the said, It was JUSt raw an Wl
'
wth,,
Regents) turned down all proposals submitted in the present motel franchise.
gr?
·
summer of 1964, and a new search was launched.
He interjects, "We can't give FTU total credit but it
John Philip Goree, vice president for business affairs was a gr~at factor and had a lot to do with this
at FTU explains the Board's selection reasoning. "The location." He attributes around 10 per cent of the
men, tried to reconcile all of Central Florida, amidst lodge's annual business to FTU.
the political entanglements. It was necessary to have
Additionally, a Winn-Dix~e shopping center sprung
easy access for residents of . all four counties. The up three miles distant from campus and students are
Board asked the counties to fin.d anpther more frequent patrons.
·
·
centrally located si-te."
One cannot help but notice the considerable
Finally, William E. Davis, a prominent 'Union Park amount of student business the 7-Eleven market
rancher and businessman, succeeded in locating what carries on daily. Without a doubt, its 1974
was considered the idea piece of ground.
construction on the corner.of Alafaya and Highway 50
"The next appointment, I board are men.
Relaxing in his lakefront home, the elderly vividly was not simply coincidental.
In January when the Board had
intend to appoint a woman," said
recalls the ordeal. "The County at that time had no
·
provision to buy the land, so 90 men got together and
0 VIE DO EXPERIENCED a big boost too, as Gov. Reubin Askew, speaking a vacancy Askew appointed
put up $10,000 each to buy it, with the hope that the realestateman Risher explains. "The town has changed recently to the Commission on former Rep. Marshall Harris to
the· seat. Askew said he thought
State legislature would pass a bill to permit the County drastically. Residential sections have sprung up over the Status of Women.
He added, "he would not of appointing a woman but
to repay the money. The County would then give the the past five years. The center of town has a traffic
land to the State. Those 90 men had no private interest count today of nearly 6,500 daily, as compared to necessarily restrict himself to a named Harris to the seat because
in the land--only five of us had property around the 2,500 before FTU was built. A shopping center has sole female appointment on the o( his knowledge of educational
nine-.person board.
finances.
site."
·also been buil L here."
According to the Associated
Betty Anderson associate
AFTER NUMEROUS negotiations and concessions
With an eye on the future, Davis, a 25-yearresident
were resolved, the current 1,200 acre tract was of Union Park predicts, "The expressway is going.to do Press, the governor made the professor at FTU said that she
purchased for $800,000 and the way was paved, the same thing for. this area as I-4 did for the remarks in reply to criticism by hopes he will appoint a woman
contingent on final approval by the Board.
downtown--it will open ·it up."
university women in Florida.
and that "Certainly there are
The present location was ultimately adopted, with
He continued, "I think the corner of FTU Blvd. and
"IT'S A puzzle to women in manv who qualify."
the provision that Orange County construct a roadway Alafaya will someday be the site of a real nice shopping the academic community why
"Only recently in society has
to the campus from the Winter Park area, (FTU Blvd.) center."
there have not been more women the effort been made to recognize
and supply bus service.
He says the Florida Gas Company, which owns the appointed to the Board of women's capabilities," Anderson
With the basic groundwork thus laid, architects and valuable acreage, orginally zoned the corner lots for Regents (BOR)," said Sylvia continued.
designers devised the master plan for FTU in late 1964. commercial purposes. The remainder of the land falls Fiore, associate professor at the
The next BOR opening will
PRODUCING A 1958 aerial view of the land, Davis into the residential category.
University of South Florida.
. come January 1, when Regent D.
In the words of the Ramada Inn's manager, "The
states, "It was just raw land with nothing on it but
Burke Kiblees nine-year term
dense forest growth. A person could get lost out east side of town is the future of the county, but it
All present rriembers of the ex~ires.
there."
could be three to six years away ."
Goree claims FTU played a decisive role in eventual
Goree hints that he believes the economy and
construction of the East-West Expressway, ·completed number of outside community inhabitants must
late in 1973. "The community needed some quick way eventually alter before widespread commercial :
to get cross-town traffic to the college and at the time, expansion occurs in the vicinity. In other words, he .
feels that the university cannot be solely responsible
Highway 50 was the only east to west artery."
As the campus· grew, the property value of the. for instigating such full-scale development.
· outlying community soared to astronomically.
He comments, "Otherwise, you'll see more
TOM RISHER, sales manager for the Ben Ward Real apartment complexes and perhaps a small regional
Estate Agency in Oviedo expounds, "Property value shopping center. There will be no major commercial
has gone in that area long Alafaya Trail from about ente.rprises until a certain population exists here to
$14,000 an acre to as high as $18,000 to $25,009."
suppprt that type of growth ."
By VICKI BLANCHFIELD

Fem a le profs elated:
Aske W vows woman
W j 11
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FTU graduates receive
new alumni public~tion
By MARK HESS
Staff

~riter

The first edit ion of an
expanded alumni newsletter, the
"FTU Alumni News," was
published recently and sent to
about 6,500 FTU graduates.
Kenneth Sheinkopf, editor of
the publication, said it replaces a
smaller one-page newsletter
distributed by Student Affairs
during the past two years.
Recently
the lumni
Association w.as moved from the
Placement Office to the Office of
University Development.
Sheinkopf, director of university
development, was then put in
charge of the alumni newsletter.
The result is an all-new alumni
paper, the FTU Alumni News.
Sheinkopf explained that the
transfer of the Alumni
Association to the University
Development Office was due to
''the tremendous number of
graduates." Sheinkopf added that
because the Alumni Association

had grown, "it can't be run as a
parttime business.
The FTU Alumni News,
published quarterly, will contain
news about FTU alumni, families,
careers and other interesting
articles about FTU graduates.
The paper will also publish
general campus news, university
expansion projects and sports
events.
SHEINKOPF SAID he wants
all FTU alumni to write
suggestions to his office about
any articles that would interest
university graduates. Eventually
he would like to expand the paper
to include articles written by
faculty members.
The first issue of "FI'U Alumni
News" was sent to about 6,500
alumni. Sheir:ikopf urges all
graduates to nitify the Office of
University Development of any
change in address. "It is
important that alumni give us
current names and addresses,"
Continued on page 9
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Debaters
nab fifth
at meet
One of FTU's varsity debate
teams went undefeated until th.e
final round at the Middle
Tennessee State University
(MTSU) debate tournament last
week.
The tournament matched
teams from universities
throughout the West and
MidWest.
Te am members Richard
Bloomquist and Tom Marcinko
scored 8-0 in the preliminary
rounds. They defeated the top University of Florida team in the
octafinals, but lost to Bradley
University in the quarterfinals to
place fifth in the tournament.
FTU'S VARSITY teams,
consisting of Ed Foster - Pat
Jerome and Bloomquist Marcinko, were among the· top
ten rated speakers.
Teams defeated included
Florida State University and the
Universities of Alabama, Georgia,
Kentucky and Michigan.
The topic debated was·
"Comprehensive Land Use
Programs." FTU's teams ran an
affirmative case advocating the
rehabilitation of in.ner-city
abandoned apartments.
Others representing FTU at the
tournament included Jim
Holmes, Stan Adkins, Regina
Dillon and Jeff Butler, sponsor.

Married

Photo by Mike Kelley

FTU DEBATE TEAM MEMBERS flank fellow debater Tom
Marcinko, who holds the MTSU Quarterfinals plaque won
recently.
·

Student
Housing

FTU graduate

Vietnamese· hired
by school system

The 21-year-old FI'U alumni is
eligible for a temporary teaching
certificate and is presently
Seven years ago Thai enrolled in an evening course at
Nguyen-Khoa was a newcomer t.o the university, to be applied
this country - a South toward a permanent teaching
Vietnamese refugee. Today, he is certificate.
serving both his adopted country
He stated that he is required to
and his Vietnamese compatriots take six .credit hours every year to
as an interpreter, translator and be certified.
personal counselor to the recent
NGYEN-KHOA performs
flood of .school-age .refugees in various c·apacities for the school
Central Florida.
system and individual students, as
he explains. "I talk to sponsors
A June 1975 graduate of FTU, when I'm not teaching, but most
Nguyen-Khoa is a member of a of the time it's a matter of
seven-person team that teaches interpreting or translating."
He cited several illustrations of
English as a second language
within the Orange County School the range of his duties. "One day I
System. The program was had to help a student get a driver's
Continued from page 8
incorporated in 1971 to license.' I had to go down and
Sheinkopf said. "I feel it's very
interpret for him.,,
accomoda
te Spanish-speaking
important to keep in touch with
Another time, Winter Park
students, but has since expanded
our alumni.,,
High School called and
to
meet
the
present
need
among
The FTU Alumni News is·
complained of a young
Vietnamese immigrants.
funded almost entirely through
Vietnamese who repeatedly cut
contributions of alumni,
classes. Nguyen-Khoa visited the
NG UYEN-KHOA, who student to determine his reason
fluently speaks Vietnamese, for playing hookey. There was a
French and English, was simple explanation.
unanimously approved by the
"HEW ASN'T used to schedule
Orange County School Board this changes and lunch breaks that
September and began working at alter each week at the high
the start of the school term.
school. He was just confused and
The Vietnamese man afraid to go to the office and tell
· commutes between six area them."
Nguyen-Khoa added that some
schools five days a week, working
toward eventual integration youngsters refuse to eat lunches
within the community and school because they are unfamiliar with
the food, while others develop
system.
problems with their sponsors who
He currently instructs do not understand them. These
approximately 50 students, concerns are also a part of his job.
primarily on the grade school
The trilingual Vietnamese man
~N SHEINKOPF
level. Those elementary schools estimates that the program will
Sheinkopf said. There is no cost
included are: Aialea Park, Lake continue with the school system
to graduate1) to receive the paper.
Como, Englewood and Hilt Crest. "at least a few more years.,,
"Graduates of FTU are lifetime
Nguyen-Khoa also works with
He concludes, "Later on when
members of the alumni
students at Howard Jr. High and they speak English better, maybe
association for free," Sheinkopf
I won't have to go to these
Boone High School.
said.
schools every day. Then perhaps I
All FTU alumni interested in
DURING THE course of each can visit other schools."
receiving the newsletter or
week, a progress report meeting is
contributing articles to the next
conducted with program
issues of the "FTU Alumni
supervisors.
News" should contact the Office
of University Development.

1Di1IOOD 'flillajl
Nor.th on Alafay~ Tri. at
Mitclwll Hammo<·k Rd
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By VICKI BLANCHFIELD
Contributing Feature Editor

Recipe-# 11112.

THE
.
UERVICLE:

C

Alumni

1. Find someone who has a freezer.
2: Put a bottle of Jose Cuervo Gold in it.
3. Go away.
4. Come back later that sarne day.
5. Open the bottle and pour a' shot of the
golden, viscous liquid.
6. Drink it with grace and dignity.
Or other people, if they're not around.

JOSE CU ERV0'3 T EQUILA . 80 PROO F.
.
IMPORTED AND B OTTL ED BY © 1975 , HEUBLEIN , IN C., HARTFORD. CONN .

Just a
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one and tWobedroom
apartments. •e

bedroom townhomrs wilb
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......'71-722'
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..
ANK OF OVIEDOW
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POOL
. -'RECREATION ROOM
LAUNDRY FACILITIES
SECURITY

FREE CHECKING with 5100.00 minimum balance

Direct Deposit Service -

l Mile South of FTU Entrance
Open For Inspection 9-6, 275-8950 .

'The Meal'
lacks taste

VC presentation

Randy
Noles

'Who Killed JFK' raises doubt
regarding Warren Report validity

The world premiere of "The
Meal" brought a slice of
Hollywood to Central Florida - and in contrast to Betz and Miss
By KERRY FAUNCE
Staff Writer
b I a ck limousines; glaring
Merrill, their amateur efforts
spot 1igh ts; gaudy clothes
stick out like a dozen sore
Most of us were young when
shimmering with metallic
thumbs.
Kennedy was assassinated. Nov.
ugliness; outdated or rented black
ONLY POOR Susan Logan,
23, 1963. Thinking back to that
tuxedos; backless silk gowns;
who is raped, punched and
blur of events we remember the
banal, pseudo-intellectual film
otherwise abused throughout the
bulletins o·n television, the
talk; and worst of all, a decadent,
whole film, shows any promise,
reports that said the assassin, Lee
with her surprisingly sensitive
u n-appealing movie who's
Harvey Oswald, had been
messages about greed and power
portrayal of a not-too-bright, but
captured and later murdered by
are both heavy-handed and
trying-to-be-respectable ex-go-go
ni htclu b owner Jack Ruby.
offensive.
dancer.
Perhaps the fact that WLOF
However, predictions of
disc jockey Blue Christy was
overnight stardom for the
chosen to host the festivities says - attractive young woman as a
even more about the Orlando
result of "The Meal" are certainly
area's conception of class than
premature, though we hope
the standing ovation localites
subsequent efforts in better films
accorded stars Dina Merrill and
wi 11 eventually gain her the
Carl Betz at the film's conclusion.
recognition she deserves.
CERTAINLY, THAT the
Director John Hugh says, "The
audience just remained seated
film deals with raw emotion th rough the whole miserable
whether .or not we agree with
affair was a far greater tribute
what we see, I think we will all see
than "The Meal" deserved.
something of ourselves in ''The
Possibly the relatively warm
Meal."
reception the film r~ceived on
NOT ON your life, John. •
premier night was due to the fact
Even the most bitter and most
that about half the audience
hardened cynics have surely not
present also appeared on screen as
regressed to the point where they
extras.
w o u 1d actually consider the
HARVEY .YAZIJIAN
Jn fact,. picking out familiar
m6nstrous caricatures in "The
faces among the "beautiful
Meal" anything other than one
A few months later the Warren
people" proved to be far more
man's warped, perverse and
Com mission, the government
engrossing than the plot itself rather poorly executed . agency in charge of investigating
and unfortunately for
nightmare.
the assassination, released an
producer-director John Hugh, it
The film's implication seems to
official report confirming what
is not a distraction audiences
be that wealth brings out the evil
the newspapers and magazines
and grotesque in human nature. If
outside Central Florida will be
had been telling us - Oswald had
that premise is accepted as truth,
able to utilize.
shot Kennedy from the fourth
then John Hugh can take comfort
THE SETTING is an elegant
floor of a school book depository
Winter Park mansion, where
in the fact that his creation will
Kelley, (Dina Merrill) is holding a
certainly not boost his bank
Willoughby's catered feast, partly
account to the point that he is
to raise money for an ambitious
also forced to join that corrupt
young punk's proposed dinner
elite.
t,heatre, and partly to test
***** has made it
Tight money
stoc'kh'ol der reaction to ~ her
increasingly.
difficult to book live
~- .Possible withdrawal fre~ ~ the entertainmehtfor
concerts on the
eentral Florida business wqrld~
By MYRON CARDEN
Carl Betz plays Jake, a wealthy · Village Green, so John Nealer of
Managing Editor
·
ttr~(
VC
entertainment
committee
Orlando builder and Dina's
is
asking
any
students
who
know
romantic interest.
Howard Cosell, ex-lawyer
of or play in musical groups to get
With the exception of Leon
turned television star, has said he
in
touch
with
him
in
VC
room
Ames, the rest of the cast is
- plans at some time to run for the
216.
primarily made up of local talent
U.S. Senate.
After watching his debacle of a
television "variety" show, one
could only hope he wages his
campaign soon, allowing Cosell's
brash ineptitude and immense
egotism Lo leave the air waves.
"SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
WITH HOWARD COSELL"
seemed a promising idea at the
time of its inception. Featuring
live entertainment from around
the world, the concept seemed tO
outweigh the disadvantages
offered by the garish Cosell.
Things began to look sour for
the show when Cosell announced
his intentions to offer not one,
but all four "Beatles," as guest
stars for his initial show. It was a
page out of the book of P. T.
Barnum.
Since Cosell couldn't live up to
his promise, he did what any
normal red-b1ooded variety show
Photo by Mike Kelley
host would have done: He tried to
create the "new" Beatles.
RONALD E. KELLY'S "ANTIQOITY PLUS" appears in the
THEY WERE the "Bay City
Rollers," England's newest
VC Gallery through Oct. 17.
singing sensations.. On Cosell's
first broadcast, they were relayed
0 0

by an amateur photographer,
indicated shots must have come
from the front of the motorcade
as well as from the back. Two
policemen behind Kennedy's car
were splatterd with blood and
bone fragments. Yet, the Warren
report indicated the only shots
were from the rear.
"The Warren Commission
made no investigations," Yazijian
said. "They were to use the
information of the FBI and CIA."
Y AZIJIAN SAID the AIB is
not trying to pin the assassination
of -JFK on any individual or
group. The purpose of the bureau
is to spark enough interest to
reopen the investigation.
"I submit JFK was involved
with a power struggle within the
U.S. government," Yazijian
stressed. "Someone removed
Kennedy. Power changed hands
in a very subtle way ... and there
was a reluctance of the Warren
commission to follow facts."

with a bolt-action, Italian
military rifle.
·
FOR MOST of us, the Warren
Report lifted our ~owntrodden
spirits with the assurance the
assassin had gotten what he
deserved. For others, such as the
privately organized Assassination
Information Bureau (AIB), a few
astounding incongruencies
surrounding the assassination and
subsequent government
investigation left only one
question unanswered: Who really
killed JFK?
In the wake of mounting
controversy over the 1963 slaying
of John Fitzgerald Kennedy, the
Village Center recently presented
"Who l).illed JFK?". Speaker
Harvey Yazijian, a member of the
AIB in Cambridge, Mass., has
been traveling the country
making people aware of the
events of the Kennedy
assassination.
"We believe that Oswald didn't
~ even fire a shot," Yazijian said as
he began his lecture.
W-EARING BLUE jeans and a
flannel shirt with rolled-up
sleeves, the bearded Yazijian
backed the findings of the AIB
with slides · of persons and
e 1em en ts of the case. A
photograp.h of the school book
depository indicated the window
where the shots were supposed to
have come from had a box in it.
The Zapruder film; a home
movie of the assassination taken

SIGHTS
and
SOUNDS
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Howard ·cosell circus belongs 1n capitol

Ceramist's work exhibited nationally
Steve Jepson, adjunct assistant
professor of art at FTU, has
recently been honored by having
his work included in three
nationally prestigious arL events.
A suite of Jepson's
stone ware-covered jars is
included in the Smithsonian
{nstitution's "Craft Multiples"
traveling exhibition. Jepson is
one of 25 U.S. ceramists to be
selected for this National
Endowment for the Arts funded

show, which focuses on the role
of production craftsmen today·
THIS MONTH, a large number
of ceramic pieces by Jepson also
received recognition in an Illinois
art exhibit. Presently his work is
displayed in a group exhibition of
artists at The Center of Modern
Art in Micanopy, Fla.
Jepson maintains an extremely
active production studio in
Geneva, Fla.

er~r~:i~n:1~~~ni:~ ~! ~~

~- ~nyboppers.

·

But what Cosell failed to
realize was that England's musical
tastes differ from that of
America's. Other top British
groups such as "Slade" and "T.
Rex" were virtually ignored by
the American public while
drawing raves from the media as
likely successors to the Beatles.
When Cosell brought the goup
to New York to guest on his third
show, he pulled out all the stops
to boost his image as starmaker.
He used Ed Sullivan's old trick of
not presenting the group till the
final minutes of the show.

GB PRECEDED the Scottish
rockers by a group of bagpipers
dressed in kilts as a fanfare, and as
a last overkill, scores of
youngsters were obviously
planted in the balcony with
placards and other signs of
affection to inspire the five-man
group to heights of musical
excellence.
Unfortunately, all the
promotion didn't work. Simply,
the Bay City Rollers were lousy.
Even the bubble gum-chewing
youngsters in the audience had a
hard time keeping interest in the
band, most were content in just
getting their face on camera.
It's evident that Cosell based
much of his ratings success or
failure of his early shows on the
performance of the Bay City
Rollers. Due to the dismal
p~rformance of the group, it's
unlikely that his show will survive
the season. Even if the ratings do
hold up, Cosell's credibility has
been severely damaged and
another talent miscalculation
could yield a death blow.
HOWEVER, THAT'S just
skimming the surface as far as
faults go. We could also mention
Cosell's embarassment whenever
his writers give him a funny line
to say, the annoying promos for
other ABC shows given whenever
there's a chance, the
introductions of celebrities who
just happen to.be in the audience.
(F. Lee Bailey even had to answer
questions from Cosell concerning
the Patty Hearst case). Also, the
annoying misuse of guest stars
(Cosell croaking a duet with
Barbara Walters, Cosell ruining a
not-too-funny to-start-with skit
a bout ailing New York City
featuring Bill Cosby and Andy
Griffith, Cosell in repartees with
Redd Foxx and Alan King, Cosell
doing anything}.
Finally there's Roone Arledge.
Arledge was producer for many
of those c~llege football games

1

where often the camera spent
more time focusing on the
"honeys" in th~ crowd than on
the action on the field. Arledge is
now executive producer of
Cosell 'ssh ow.
COINCIDENTALLY or not,
Cosell's second show featuring
Linda Ronstadt and the "Eagles"
was treated to the same camera
antics plaguing college football
games. Even when not focused on
the casually-attired females in the
crowd, the home viewing
audience was treated to the
silliness of Alex Karras, Cosell's
booth mate oo "Monday Night
Football", who introduced the
Eagles and pretended to play
guitar and generally distract the
group. It wouldn't be surprising if
the Eagles never played on
television again.
Speaking of the Eagles, when
Philadelphia plays Los Angeles
Nov. 3 on "Monday Night
Football'', let's hope Cosen has
forgotten about "Saturday Night
Live" as a vehicle for his talents.
He'd be much better off in
Washington where his distasteful
stage personality would go
virtually unnoticed in a town
noted for its brazenness.

'JC Sup~rstar' comes
to Orlando auditorium
A complete theatrical
production of Andrew Lloyd
Webber and Tom Rice's "Jesus
Christ Superstar" will appear at
the Orlando Municipal
Auditorium exclusively on Oct.
30.
Brought to town by Mar-lin
Productions, it is fully staged and
costumed, featuring a company
of 50, including a complete
orchestra and choir.
The company will perform two
shows at 6: 30 and 9: 30 p.m.

•
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Centaur's cosmic counsel
.

thinking with much more ease.
Watch out for an unexpected
health problem to annoy you on
the 23rd.

ARIES - Good luck showers
down on you from every
direction under Jupiter's benefic
(good) rays on the 19th. If you
are a naturally lucky person to
begin with, this is your day to
gamble, speculate and take a few
risks. Avoid over-reacting on a
strictly emotional basis. Wait
until next week to make your
move.
TAURUS-With Uranus,justnow
beginning a seven year stay in
your seventh house of
partnerships, no doubt you've
already met a "special someone"
suddenly, under the most unusual
circumstances. This someone is
bound to be as unusual as the
events surrounding your meeting!
Socializing can best be
accomplished on the 21st and
22nd.
GEMINI - The communications
problem you've been
experiencing lately will soon be
over, so hang in there! As your
chart ruler Mercury goes in direct
motion again in the. heavens,
you'll start writing, speaking and

LEO - With the stars on your side
from the 20th thru the 23rd face
your opponents head-on. This is a
good time to have a discussion
with your counselor or professor
about your academic dilemmas.
A heart-to-heart talk with your
roommate will help restore
domestic tranquility.
VIRGO - Venus ·is smiling on
you this week, particularly on the
21st and 22nd, so fill those days
with cultural pursuits. If you have
been contemplating a scholastic
loan or scholarship, wait 'till after
Mercury goes direct on the 19th.

SCORPIO - Money's flowing out
through your fingers much faster
than.it's coming back in. Use your
natural psychic talents and figure
out the answer to your financial
status. Writing home for the

Book review

'Return to Sender'· details
By ALLAN RABINOWITZ
College Press Service

"Return to Sender," is the
story of one man's journey to
Asia, by a relatively obscure
author, Raymond Mungo.
Mungo has lived through
several phases of the
counter-culture. He dove into the
New Left when it was still new,
co-founding the Liberation News
Service, a radical alternative to
the limp, "objective" tidbits of
the Associated Press.

----

HE EXPERIEMENTED
extensively with acid and other
drugs. He lived in a commune in
New Hampshire. But still, at 25,
Mungo was unset~led and felt the
need, as he said slightly
self-mockingly, "to find out the
secret."
And so to Japan, which always
held a mysterious attraction for
him, and to India, his final
goal--the land stoeped in holiness
and spiritual solutions for
middle-class American kids.
Mungo seems to have two sets
of eyes. One pair looks at the
world he travels through. In crisp,
enjoyable language he compares
polite, ambitious Japan with
starving India. His judgment is
careful and astute . He portrays an
enormous parade of characters
who suffer, starve, play, beg,
weep, love, prophesize, then
vanish back into their teeming
part of the world, where they will
somehow survive.
MUNGO'S SECOND set of
eyes step outside his head and
stare back at him; the radical, the
spiritual seeker and most
importantly, Mungo the

American. The pages are filled
with something rare to many
American leftists--a sense of
humor, a willingness to laugh at
himself.
Mungo aims cricitisms at
Ame.rica, but they are routed
through himself. He does not put
himself outside our society's
weaknesses. Mungo admits that
the best description he can find .
for people in Thailand is that they
are "cute." He tells an old
spiritual Indian that he does not
eat meat; but confesses that a
McDonald's hamburger would hit
the spot.
Mungo is too subtle to
condemn outright the "splendid
waste" of America. Instead, after
vivid pictures of hunger in India,
he describes an egg-tossing game
at an American Embassy party in
Nepal. Watching numerous eggs
break, Mungo recalls that where
he had just traveled, "a single egg
could stand between life and
death. The humor of the game
was lost to me."
THERE ARE many clear
pictures here. The descriptions

University Theatre
season opens soon
FTU's University Theatre will
present John Steinbeck's "Of
Mice and Men" on Oct. 23 to 26
at 8: 30 p.m. in the Science
Auditorium.
Students with FTU ID cards
are admitted free and general
admission is $2.50.
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CAPRICORN - Emphasis
centers around your home. Go
out of your way to avoid a quarrel
with your mate on the 18th.
Redecorating your home or room
right now will result in
overspending. Pe.rsonal and
business relationships will get
easier to cope with if you can just
get through this week--hang in
there!

LIBRA - An old lover or friend
reappears on the scene with offers
of a partnership. Read between
the lines of fine print as there is an
element of illusion involved in
this arrangement. Take your time
about making your decision.
You've been dwelling too much
on the past lately anyway.

~

Pla·n ning to Takft · ~ _Trip?
I~
Save time & ·. enerfy &
. Let us h~ndle C'.'U - a-rrange~e;'.'f•· _.
At no· extra cha!l.g~ char&•
~
~ •
Howen Branc.1,1 Rd: & 436
~
~ .•n The Market Square
678-59-59 ~

SA GITT ARIUS - If you don't
want a job, avoid employment
agencies and the want ads like the
Black Plague, because it looks like
a job is exactly what you're going
to get if you 're not careful.
Jupiter is activating the area of
your solar chart that rules
children, hob bi es, sports,
speculation and LOVE. The 19th
and 20th are auspicious days for
Jupiter's rays to work.

AQUARIUS - Stick as close to
home as possible this week. You
are under heavy accident aspects.
Avoid unnecessary. automobil~
travel on the 18th, especially. On
the 20th, neighbors, friends,
classmates, brothers and sisters,
will keep interrupting you.
Thinking and mental powers will
be greater next week.

.......

~~

Europe _Travel Inc.

.

~

I

money probably isn't the
solution, as Saturn is opposing
you from that ~rection.

CANCER - Avoid saying what
you really think on the 18th. as
you could be in the position to
argue with one of higher
authority than yourself. · The
22nd might bring some of your
fondest hopes and wishes to light,
and possibly even fulfillment.
By BETTY NAIL
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5 & D PARTS INC.

W hatever it takes to keep an
engine r.unning smooth, you
prcivide the labor and S & D Parts
will provide the tool or parts you
need. At a price you can afford.
You'll find tune up and testing ki1s,
oil, oil filters, air filters and an
endless inventory trom names like

~alkamp, New Britian, M odac
and o1tters, . W e're trained to help
you select jus1 what you need. I f
you like 10 Air have to do-ityourself, we make it easy and
inexpensive.

Quality, quannfy, expertise and
price.

At traffic 11.ght In Oviedo Ph. 365-3011

:--.............. ~ ....·······~······· ..··········i
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PISCES - The stars show that
your natural creative abilities are
strong now. Take advantage of
the power and use your natural
poetic ability to make money or
advance your reputation. Try to
avoid a fight with your lover over
money on the 18th.

i

·

~~[..

:

offers· a 20% discount to FTU students and facul~y
on parts and labor. if. repairs are perfor.med
at the dealership

•·
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7:30 A.M. TO 8 :30 P.M.
Every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday
7:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
Mondays and Fridays

l~d-1
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Asian plight

remind us again that there really
is a starving world out there. It is
not just a U.N. agenda item. It is
easy for us to analyze and ponder
the fall oflndia's democracy. But
when--in front of the Taj
Mahal--one man vomits on the .
ground and another man laps it
up hungrily, as Mungo witnessed, ·
the question of whether Indira
Ghandi consults parliament or
not, seems slightly lews
important . .
Why do people wander with no
money-no tangible goals? It can
th row a person into deep
depression and make him or her
question everything until nothing
stands anymore. Mungo's trip was :
intense and emotiopally draining.
All around him people were living
their daily lives. They had
accepted basic premises and now
tried to survive. They were not
seaching, they were doing. In
that--even in dire poverty--there
lay some secuiity.
But Mungo had none of that.
The wise men he talked to told
him to go home and make babies.
He was shaken by the discovery
of being absolutely alone,
rootless. This can bring on a
strong identity crisis, greater than
anything experienced in an
existentialism seminar.
"RETURN TO SENDER" is
an engrossing, funny, quiet piece
of reflection, written by someone
who had the guts to sever all
connections, push away all
supports and wander into a
strange world with little money;
aware, alert and with his eyes
wide open.
After reading Mungo, I also
feel the urge to dive into a long
trek, naked and awake, not
because it is a romantic escape,
but because it is not.

Don't Get
Shocked!!
WHEN YOU SEE
OUR SELECTION
OF GUITARS,
STRINGS AND
ACCESSORIES

GIBSON • EPIPHONE
Warranty Station
GUITAR REPAIR

I l \

MUSIC SHACK
BUTLER PLAZA
436 ANO HOWELL BRANCH ROAD
CASSELBERRY· 678-1765

s33.,soo..,ooo
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Seholarships
Over $33,500~000 unclaimed scholarships, gran.ts, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. C.urrent list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

. UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
1'1275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
D I~am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

------------------------ 1

I PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
I UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
I

I
I
I
I

Name
Address
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _
Zi,p_
(California residents please add 6% sales taxJ

I
I

I
I

·1

I1

L
..----~-------------------.J
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CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
Oct. 17-0ct. 23, 1975

EVENT

TIME

LOCATION

Student orientation for FTU's
fall quarter had a surprisingly
large turnout.
Of approximately 2, 700
students invited to the one or two
day sessions, 7 0 per cent
participated in the scheduled
activities.
LAST YEAR, 1239 students
attended the fall orientation
sessions.
According to Jimmie Ferrell,
director of student organizations,
the number of students attending
was "surprising." However, he
did not think the turnout was due
completely to increased
en ro 11 men t this fall. Ferrell
credited it more "to the type of
student" entering the university.
"The whole picture is more of
a conscientious and responsible
student" he said.
"A student who knows about
their field of interest and is
willing to find out what is
necessary to get situated on
ca~pus. This means attending
orientation to discover more
about FTU and the opportunities
it has to offer."
ALONG WITH the regular one
day orientations, there were
several two day sessions held.
Invited students, freshmen and
transfers.., got a taste of FTU
college life by staying overnight
in a dorm room.
The students also simulated an
actual college day to prepare for
their first few days on campus.
Ferrell believes that
orientation, especially for
freshmen, is important.
".THIS IS the big introduction
to FTU that the students receive,
he ·stated. "If it's a warm
reception and · the people are
friendly, then a good impression
of the campus will hopefully stay
in the minds of new students."
There are plans for a study to
be made of students who
participated in the two-day
sessions which will focus
primarily on their academic
success so far.
Ferrell said the study will deal
with "the individual and how he
or she has survived the first two
quarters at FTU."
Be ca use each orientation
session is a little different, new
ideas are often used in the
process.

FRIDAY, OCT. 17
VC Chess Tournament
Activities Day
Tyes Bake Sale
Baptist Campus Ministry
VcBoard Selection
VCBoard
Movie

8a.m.-3 p.m.
10 a.m.- 3 p.m.
10 a.m. -2 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
3 p.m.-4 p.m.
4 p.m. -6 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

VCAR "A"·
VCGreen
VCPatio
H& FA216
VC200
VC200
VCAR

SATURDAY, OCT. 18
Student Government
United Campus Ministry
Delta Sigma Theta

1 p.m.-3 p.m.
4: 30 p.m.-5: 30 p.m.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.

VC200
Stud. Org. Lg.
Stud. Org. Lg.

SUNDAY, OCT. 19
VC Photo Class
Alpha Phi Omega
Zeta Tau Alpha
Zeta Tau Alpha
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Tyes
Movie
Alpha Chi Omega

1 p.m.-10 p.m.

2:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
5 p.m.-8: 30 p.m.
5: 30 p.m.-8: 30 p.m.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
6p.m. -10 p.m.
8:30p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.

VC212
VC200
VC214
GCG 115
ENGR360
Multipurpose
Stud. Org. Lg.
VCAR
VC211

MONDAY, OCT. 20
I

· Baplist Campus Ministry
Baptist Campus Ministry
Delta Delta Delta
VC Photo Class
Alpha Phi Omega
Tyes
Lambda Chi-Alpha

9a.m.-10a.m.
11 a.m.-Noon
5p.m.-11 p.m.
6 p.m. -10:30 p.m.
6 p.m .-10 p.m.
6: 30 p.m.-10 p.m.
7 p.m.-10 p.m.

GCB116
GCB221
H&FA 128
VC212
VC200
VC211
VC214

TUESDAY, OCT. 21
9 a.m.-10 p.m.
Baptist Camp\lS Ministry
Baptist Campus Ministry
9 a.m .. lQ: 30 a.m.
Baptist Campus Ministry
11 a.m.-Noon
12:30-3 p.m.
United Campus Ministry
3 p.m.-4 p.m.
Interfraternity Council
Alpha Phi Omega
4 p.m.-7 p.m.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
Karate Lessons
Panhellenic
6: 30 p.m.-8 p.m.
Yoga Lessons
7 p.m.-9 p.m.
FeJlowship of Christian
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
Athletics
WEDNESDAY OCT. 22
Baptist Campus Ministry
Baptist Campus Ministry
FTU Student Pr9d uction
Karate Lessons
Tau Kappa Epislon

10 a.m.-11 a.m.
11 a.m.-Noon
Noon-1 p.m.
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
5.p.m.-6:30 p.m.

H&FA 208
VC200
ENGRllO
VC214
VC200
VC200
Multipurpose
VC214
Stud. Org. Lg.
GCB 114

GCB225
GCB 102
VC200
Multipurpose
VC214

THURSDAY, OCT. 23
FuTUre Mini-Seminar
Baptist Campus Ministry
Amateur Radio Club
Billiards Tournament
Preprofessional Medical
Society
Pegasus Pilots Club
Del ta Sigma Pi
Phi Chi Theta
Fla. Engr. Society
Captain's Meeting
SG Senate
Girl Scout Meeting
Yoga Lessons

11 a.rfi.-Noon
lla.m .. Noon
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.

Stud. Org. Lg
ENGR110
ENGR502
Game Room
ENGR 336

Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-2p.m.
4 p.m.-6: 30 p.m.
7 p.m.-9 p.m.

ENGR 106
GCB 103, 110
GCB 114, 116
ENGR 203
VC200
ENGR360
VC214
Stud. Org. Lg.

•

) Student orientation
has large turnout
•

mixed. We're here to provide
information and it is basically the
same for freshmen and transfer
students.''
According to Susan Simmons,
who helped with the orientation
activities "The feedback was
great. WE had an enthusiastic
response on survey sheets from
the students who attended the
two day session."
As Ferrell puts it, "Everyone
working on this fall's orientation
felt a . great sense of
achievement."

ACCORDING TO Ferrell, one
idea being considered is inviting
students entering a particular
college at FTU to a tour of that
college on a specific day. "That
way the academic advisement will
be more beneficial, and maybe
the last day of orientation can be
left for those not able to attend
the other sessions." he said.
To the question of whether
transfer students should have
separate orientation from
freshmen, Ferrell stated, "No,
they will probably always be

Toll free calls a
poss~ility at FTU
The days of FTU students
being unaware of coming events
on campus may soon be over,
according to Rick Walsh, vice
president of the student body.
"There is a good chance that
we may install a toll free
telephone number that students
all over the state can call and hear
a recording that tells them about
upcoming athletic events,
speakers, movies and other
happenings on campus," Walsh
said.
Walsh went on to say that the
proposal system could help to
. smooth out the sometimes

confusing registration process.
"A student would be able to call
and find out if it's alright to come
over and register and not have to
make the trip for nothing," he
said .
Installation of this phone
system would cost $710.00 per
month for an unlimited number
of incoming calls. Each call would
be approximately 30 seconds
long, and the recording would be
changed daily.
Walsh was unable to say,
however, when implimentation
of the line would take place.

BUY A PEPSI & KEEP
THIS
CARTOON STYLED
GLASS
while they last In the
V.C. Snack Bar
~""""'
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·.·_ YET ANOTHER _. ~
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Philosophy
Society to . 'f
hold meetmg
The FTU Philosophy Society 1
will hold its next meeting Oct. 30
at noon in the cafeteria Knight
Room. The meeting is open to the
public.
The club was formed at the end
of the summer to "promote
philosophy activities" on
campus. President of the
Philosophy Society is Sharon
Wintter.
The Philosophy Society plans
to attend the Florida
Philosophical Association
meeting at Stetson and hopes to
go to the Florida Undergraduate
Conference on Philosophy.

•
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Kit Haskett
plus great food '
over 45 different ~
kinds of
~
beer and wine.
~
Sunday 5-8 p.m.
on outside covered
patio at Boris's
. -:
In the Aloma
~
Shopping Center ~
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Flu injections
now available
MARy KATHLEEN HAINSEY, a seruor majoring in
computer science, has been awarded the Delta Delta Delta
Service Project. Scholarship for the 1975-76 school year. The
$400 scholarship is a gift to female undergraduate students,
usually juniors and senior .

Flu injections are now
available in the Student Health
Center. Only one shot is
necessary and the service is free of
charge. According to Dr. Edward
Stoner, director of Student
Health Service, the preferred time
for the injections is be tween 1
p.m. an d 9 a.rn.

I
~

The writing's on the wall. . . A new
concept in nightlife in 'Ot~o is

Opening October 15

nicl1ol/
alle"I
70 W. Amelia St. off 1-4

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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Life on the Big Econ
The Econlockhatchee
.H.iver begins at Lake Conlin
near Tohopkee in Oseeola
County and travels north
until it ends at the St. Johns
River.
FTU students Tom
Sandage, Rob Mott and
photographer Fred Sommer
canoed down the Big Econ
from state road 420 near
FTU till it reached Chulota
recently. Now is the best
time to traipse the river since
its level drops 4 to 6 feet
during the dry winter
months, making it almost
impossible to navigate.
NUMEROUS FORMS of
wildlife were spotted by the
· group, including owls,
snakes and wild turkeys.
Several six-foot alligators
and a nest containing five
baby gators were seen on the
trek.
The river is a ten minute
Photo by Fred Sommer drive from FTU and can be
Pliutu t.y ~red Sommer
THE RIVER IS SO CALM that at times, it acts like a giant reache-d from state roads 50 THE EARLY MORNING RAYS of the sun filter through the
mirror re~ecting the lush veg~tation.
' ancient cypress and oak trees.
.
420 and 419 .

THE SUN'S.RAYS illuminate th.e fine mist rising from the .river.

Photo by Fred Sommer

Photo by Fred Sommer

ROB TAKES TIME OUT for a mid afternoon snack at one of ROB AND TOM SQUEEZE THE CANOE under a fallen palm tree that spanned the river. This
our frequent stops along the bank.
is just one of several obstacles we encountered.

11
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1f you can't stand the heat...

Being a sports editor, like
anything else, requires
perseverence, determination, and
a lot of hard work. Writing
material for a newspaper, one is
exposed to criticism from a
variety of sources, some of it's
valid, some of it is meaningless
drivel.
The former is part of the
learning process involved in any
worthwhile enterprise. The latter
is the penalty· one must pay for
becoming involved in any
endeavor that is scrutinized by
the public.
ANY INDIVIDUAL, (or
group), who places himself in this
delicate position must be aware
of the ramifications involved.
This includes politicians, athletes,
coach e·s and write rs.
Oversensitivity to critical
comment by one in the public eye
will quickly signal the demise of
that individual's tenure in that
position.

That's simply the way it · is.
After a while one becomes
immune to dubious criticism and
develops a callous shell towards
it. So it is with the press.
Expre~ion that is contrary to the

Fred
Van

Assche
popular grain of thought is
a lonely position to
assume. However, given the
alternatives, it is the only position
that I would choose.
To color a story in an effort to
conveniently sidestep unwanted
criticism is cowardly; to publish
an opinion that the writer does
not truly feef is despicable. When
an editor feels that his readership
som~times

is entitled to be made aware of~
certain event, he is obligated, by
conscience to publish it, provided
his critical remarks arynot of a
defamatory nature and his
remarks fall within fair comment
and criticism. This is a primary
function of the press.
THE AUTHOR OF AN
opinion column, regardless of his
expertise in the subject area in
which he chooses to explore,
merely expresses a belief. That
belief is not dogma; rather, it is an
interpretation of the facts as the
writer perceives them. The reader
is entitled to agree or disagree.
The job of this newspaper is to
make students aware of the
activities on this campus. It is my
job as well, and I will attempt do
do it to the best of my ability.
Harry Truman once said, "if
you can't stand the heat, get out
of the kitchen." A Little heat
never hurt anyone.

•

Knight's squeeze in win
By JOHN GUNN
Sports Writer

The FTU soccer Knights
bounced back in to the winner's
column at the expense of visiting
Eckerd College when a rested
Mario Isaac netted the only goal
of the gafternoon to give the FTU
hooters a 1-0 victory.
The Tuesday contest in front
of a vocal home crowd raised the
Knight's. record to 3-2-1, and the
improvement in the team's play
over last week's loss to the
University of South Florida
buoyed the hopes of FTU's
newest varsity inter-collegiate
entry.
ISAAC, UP UNTIL this game
tt.e starting Knight forward, sat
ou~ the first half of play before
~ntering , the. game to make his
important score. The scoring play ·

occurred when Issac received a
pass from left-wing. Gus Romero
and punched it past Trident
goalkeeper Jim DiNobile for the
deoisive tally.
FTU coach Jim Rudy said he
employed the same strategy used

. i
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in last year's conquest at St.
Petersburg by keeping some of his
starters fresh and rested for the
second half action. "It worked
for us last year, and it wo ked for
us again,..,, said an elated Rudy. He
maintained that better

preparation · and practice were
contributing factors in _ this
week's win.
Rudy cited the outstanding
play of Dave Hemsley, who was
~signed the task of covering
Eckerd star forward Martin
Bremmer, who scored 27 goals
for the Tridents last year. _
ANOTHER OUTSTANDING
performance was turned in by
All-American goalie Winston
Dubose, who recorded his second
consecutive shutout against
Eckerd in the last two years. The
rangy goaltender accounted for
10 saves in the contest.
The Knight's next home game
will be tomorrow at 2 p.m. when
they host the University of South
Carolina.

Photo by Fred Sommer

WINSTON DUBOSE HANDLES AN easy shot on goal as
Eckerd forward lurks menacingly in the foreground.

Harriers place second

in cross country
By RENEE LEBLANC
Sports Writer

The FTU cross country team
has been making tracks around
campus this season. The runners
meet every afternoon at 4: 00
p.m. by the swimming pool to go
for their daily jogs.

rn~et..

Smith 22nd and Brian Terri 31st.
Nogle has been the consistent
first man since the season began
and is also the team's
newly-elected 1975-76 captain.

The team is made up of eleven
runners-one of which is a girl.
Although senior, Carol Clemson,
has not actually run with the rest
"There is quite a bit of of the squad in a competition,
traveling involved in this sport," . yet, she is in training.
said Dr. Henry Kennedy, the
club's coach and sponsor.
"WE HAD MANY inquiries
from women," said Kennedy,
"but to date Carol is the only one
THEIR MOST RECENT
match was the "Forest Festival" who came out for the sport."
held Oct. 11 in Perry, Florida. It
consisted of the 6% mile (10,000
meter) run. The Knights took 2nd
Any interested men or ~omen
place, losing only to Florida may call Kennedy or join the
Track Qub. Kennedy himself team for one of their daily runs.
took first place in the age 40-49 This activity, in particular, has
division.
"plenty of room for everybody."
On the collegiate side of the
"Festival", out of 113 runners
FTU's Dean Nogle placed 17th,
Don Hanna came in 19th. Bob

Today FTU hosts Brevard
Community College for a dual
meet at 4 p.m.

(Public Information Photo)

TECH'S TWIN TROPHIES --- Lucky winners of low and low gross 2-man team championships
at the first annual FTU Golf Classic; Nov. 21, will find their names on the gleaming awards held
by FTU student body president Gary Andersen, assisted by Classic co-chairman Morris
McClelland, left, ·a nd awards chairman Dennis McNamara.

FTU Golf Classic to debut
Golfers will swing for sports at
Orlando's Cypress Creek Golf
Club Nov. 21, the date of the first
annual FTU Golf Classic,
inaugurated to generate
much-needed financial support
for the university's athletic
proerams.
The field will consist of 70
two-man teams, including four
area pros, according to Classic
co-chairman Morris McClelland.
At $100 a head, officials hope to
net a sizeable entry, f<?r the FTU

athletic department ledger. All
fees are tax-deductible to the
FI'U Foundation, the non-profit
organization responsible for the
extra non·allocated funding
needed in many areas of
university operation.
RESPONSE - TO dde has
brought the donation of two large
permanent trophies for the Golf
Cla5.5ic by the F'fU student
government. Winners in the low
net and low gross categories will
have their names inscribed on the
trophies, now on display at

Cypress Creek's clubhouse. In
addition, a multitude of awards
will be presented following play
on the 6,607-yard layout located
west of Kirkman Road in Major
Center.
The Golf Classic will begin at 1
p.m. with a shotgun start by FTU
President Charles N. Millican.
F..ach participant will receive a
"surprise" memento of the event
during registration the day of the
tournament.
Entry forms for the FTU Golf
Classic are available from Dr.
Robert Humphrey.

AG
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Photo by Fred Sommer

GRESIVE ~LA;, and a determined defensive effort paid
off for the Knight s, beating the Trdents of Eckerd College
1-0.
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Women's volleyball team
new kid on ·t he block
In their first year as a varsity
sport, the women's volleyball
team has beaten all of its
opponents with the exception of
Miami-Dade Community
College-South Campus. However,
Miami-Dade South has won the
Junior College Nationals for the
past two years, and their team is
stronger and taller this year and
could again dominate the
national championships.
IT APPEARED THAT FTU
would not be able to recruit any
Junior College transfers as
scholarship money did not
become available until Aug. 20.
At that time, four recruited
transfer students did decide to
attend FTU and three of these are
on the starting team.
CINDY .HENRY WAS
recruited from Manatee Junior
College where she Jed her team to
a second place finish in the state
tournament and a sixth place
finish at the national junior
college tournament. Her
offensive work at the net in
spiking and blocking has been her
strength. Joan Seay, also from
Manatee, did not compete last
year as she had used up her
eligibility. This layoff has caused
her some problems with her
timing on the spike, but she is
rapidly improving. Joan is
prabably the strongest server on
the team.
LYNN KEISER, Linda
Johnson and Maria Mora, all
returnees from last year's team,
have improved steadily. Much of
the credit for this year's success
must go to the fine setting ability
of these three. The setter is the
play maker on a volleyball team
and she is a very crucial player
when the team is on offense.
Lynn is also an excellent server
and served ten of the fifteen

points in the University of:fy1iami
game.
SUNSAN MARCUS
transferred from Stetson where
she had been a starter for. two
years. Her spiking ability is much
improved and she's having her
best season so far. Kathy Stilwell,
a transfer student from Valencia,
was recruited primarily for her
softball ability. Her quickness
and ability made her a natural on
the volleyball court however, and
after only four weeks of practice
she won a starting berth on the
team. Her play has steadily
improved and against
Miami-Dade North she put down
five unreturned spikes.
TERRY RAY IS A sophomore
and was a standout on last year's
women's basketball team. She's
shown ability as a spiker and has
come in from the bench several
times to help the team. She'll be a
valuable asset to next year's team.
KRIS BEKEMEYER is a senior
and is playing her first full year of
collegiate competition. She has
been a starter on several occasions
and her defensive play in back
court has added strength to the
team.
WINNIE DODGION is
currently being played as both a
setter and a spiker and her ability
to play both offense and defense
gives added depth to the team.
The scholarshipped women
athletes at FTU are unique
because they had to have
outstanding ability in both of the
varsity sports, volleyball and
softball, before they were eligible
to receive a scholarship. The
reason for this was because of the
limited amount of scholarship
money available and also to
attempt to upgrade the women's
intercollegiate program
immediately.

This year's team has much
more depth than in past years
with bench strength being .
provided by Donna Murdoch,
Renny Smith and Debby Stout.
Chris McRayan serves in the dual
role of manager and statistician.
The student body will have an
opportunity to see the volleyball
team play its first home match on
Tuesday, Oct. 21. FTU is hosting
a tournament on that date at the
new Seminole Junior College
gymnasium and the following
teams will be entered: Seminole
Junior College, University of
Florida, Flagler College,
University of Tampa, Florida
Southern and University of South
Florida.
Scores for the matches played
to date are as follows:
FTU vs. Lake City Community
College-13-15, 15-5, 15-3.

CINDY HENRY shows her form as she practices her spike.

FTU vs. University of South
Florida - 15-11, 5-15, 15-12.
FTU vs. Manatee Junior College
-15-13, 13-15, 15-9.
FTU vs. University of Tampa 15-6, 15-8.
FTU vs. St. Leo College 15-11, 15-8.
FTU vs. Jacksonville
University-15-3, 15-6.
FTU vs. Stetson University 15-4, 15-10.
FTU vs. Florida International
University - 1-15, 17-15, 15-13,
Fl'U vs. University of Miami 15-8, 13-15, 15-12.
FTU vs. Miami-Dade
Community College, North 15-11, 15-8.
FTU vs. Miami-Dade
Community College, South 5-15, 1-15.

~OMEN'S VOLLE_YBALL TEAM left to right are: sitting,
Lmda Johnson, Mana Mora, Lynn Keiser. 2nd row: Joan Seay
Do-?lla Murdoch, ~innig Dodgion, Kathy Stilwell, · Re~....-...
Snnth. 3rd row: Chris McRoyan, Debby Stout Susan<Maicus
Terri Ray, Cindy Henry, Mis.s Lucy McDaniel (~oach).
'
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BALL CARRIER RIPS through the line as defensive men
grope for the flag. The action took place in Monday's
Intramural scrimmage between LXA and Thunderbird.

TKE II defeats
God·s Children
By RENEE LEBLANC
Sports Writer

.•

In Intramural action on
Monday, Tau Kappa Epsilon II
(TKE) defeated God's Children
13-6. God's Children scored first
when Isaac passed to Ingram but
TKE responded with Baily
passing to Whale for a 45-yard
touchdown. In the second half,
Baily passed to James and then
converted extra point.
On the other field, the Mix and
March team forfeited its way out
of the Independent gold League
Monday, when an insufficient

number of players failed to show
up for the'ir game. Their
opponents, the Thunderbirds,
took the field for a scrimmage
game with Lambda Chi Alpha.
BLOOD AND THUNDER was
also eliminated from the
Independent Gold League after
forfeiting to Nutcracker Sweet.
At 5 p.m. God Squad squeezed
by with an 18-12 victory over
SOMF, despite the efforts of Tom
Clark, who scored 6 points on an
interception in the first half and a
touchdown in the second half.
Chambers, Draper, and Larson
each came through for a
touchdown for God Squad.
·

Business As Usual
PADRINO
Brown slip-on

SJ6.
Fashion ·Square • Altltmonte Mall
IO 'til 9 • BanKAmericard • American Express • Mr. BOL/Mastercharge
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HELP WANTED
MOBILE HOME · 12x60 . 2
MEN! · WOMEN! JOBS ON bdrm. Large kitchen utility shed
SHIP! American, Foreign. No patio and carport covered. Set in
experience required. Excellent _ll'eas nicest park (2 pools, tennis
pay. Worldwide travel. Summer . cts. 2 Club Houses) $100 Down
job or career. Send $3.00 for 1ssume p~yments. $88./mo. Cali
information . SEAFAX, 1fter5-277-7889.
Department C-16 Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Washington 98362.
HONDA '7 5 · 7 50. 3 months old
~xcellent condition. Still on
warranty, 2000 miles, red with 2
WANTED
matching helmets, 45 MPG, Must
2 Female Roommates wanted to ;ell, really good deal. 273-6044
share with me · 2 bedr., 2 bath :lfter 1 p.m.
apt. located across street from
FTU. Call after 8 p.m. Kristy SHURE VOCAL MASTER 300.
273-3916.
PA Head· Excellent Condition. 6
imputs · high impedance,
ROOMMATE WANTED. Private reverb-anti feedback. Call Randy .
room $70 . per month plus at 275-6225 .
electric. Close to· FTU. CaU Mark.
277-2187.
PONTI AC CATALINA 1969
Dark blue, vinyl top, 4 door
FOR SALE
automatic · Uses regular gas air
cruise control., power st., br~ke~
MUST SELL · 12x65 . 1971 & windows. In good shape.
Mobile Home, 3 bdrm. 2 bath, Asking $77 5. See Gail 11522 D
central A & H carpeted W~gon Rd. Haystack Apts.
furnished. 4 miles' from FTU
568-4255.
AUDIO COMPONENT SALE;
AR FM tuner · $100, Shure
Argentinian English Saddle. 2 reverb mic. mixer· $58., AKG D
months old, small guage shot gun. 160E mic. $38. 2 Altec mies and
binoculars. Dan Wentworth Univ.
568-4255.
Apt. No. 308.·
HONDA '7 5 CVCC 5 speed.
Pierelli steel tires yellow. RIKENON LENS 90-230 Zoom f
Immaculate. Factory warranty. 4.5, Pentax mount. Original cost.
Own er 's health forces sale. $190 asking $90. Call after 4 p.m.
$3295. Call 645-2380.
425~0186, Ask for Larry Strack.
L UCRAFT SPORTFISHERFOR RENT
MAN, 17 ft., Johnson 115 h .p.
Highlander tilt-trailer. Top, twin Room for rent . Nice room for
tan~ s' all C 0 .a. st Guard one student. One mile to FTU.
eq u1pment. Sacrifice to pay _ $l 2 50
tuition . $1600. Call 275-4434
.
a week. Call 273-2212
,, __..,=-__,_~
,
•
after 2 p.m. or 273-0860 after 7
p.m.

ATTENTION FRATERNITIES!
Great deal on 3 bdrm. house on 1
acre. Must be wiHing to fix it up. 4
miles E. Hwy. 50. Will consider
rent FREE for 6 months if you
pay for materials and . supply
labor. Write H. Ines 4707
Macarthur Blvd. Wash. D.C.
20007 .
Nice 1 Bedroom apt. furnished
also 2 furnished rooms with
house privileges. Very reasonable.
Call 898-6376 for info.
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• 18 holes 1.00
• 36 holes 1.50
• Check our dollar
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E. Colonial Dr. Hwy 436

Wqrld
Ph. 277-7970
I
.~--~---------------~---------~

Al's Ha~burgers ~,JI

~~
.. /)~ (

5910 E. Colonial Drive _
1/8 m mile East of ·436 on Hwy 50
Hamburgers- 4 for )LlO
Hot Chile Dogs · 3 for~

-

~1.32

GOOD HOT FOOD

PERSONAL

"and mu~h more at reasonable prices"

CONGRATULATIONS AND
LOTS OF DELTA L·ovE TO
OUR SUPER · FANTASTIC
PLEDGES. WE LOVE 'YA. THE
SISTEJlS.

~EAST

COLONIAL TEXACO C~nter

Across from · Eastland Shopping

SERVICES
TYPING · Extensive experience
in term papers, business letters
and theses: Fast and accurate.
Reasonable rates. Phone
834-1991.
TYPING SERVICE. TERM
PAPERS · THESES. 404 page,
IBM Selectric. Minor corrections
& 1 c.c. Call Virginia Hilty
293-3458.
LOST&FOUND

Tune Ups 4 cylinder 15.95 plus parts
~ cylinder 17 .9.5 plus parts
8 cylinder 19.95 plus parts

6105 E. Colonial 273-0150
SPECIAL CO_Ut'UN ·

1'T..A.'7..A.JO

2505 East Colonial Drive - Orlando Florida
(across from Colonial Mall) '

Girl Scout Wallet 293-1934.
Reward . .
LOST DOG. REWARD.
(Information) 5 year old
reddish-brown part Weimaraner
White spot on chest. Tel.
647-2000, 64~-7211.

.

Turquoise & Sterling

INCENSE

Visors,

JEWELRY

All Flavors

Wrist Bands

$.75

& Leather Goods

20% OFF

0 ffers with this coup-on -

Halter Tops .

- EARRINGS-

with

Buy 1 Pair

Beautiful Designs

and get 1 Pair
at HALF PRICE

PAPER
All Flavors
$.20

Puka Shell
and
Other Beads

NEXT FRIDAY AND SATURDAY N.ITES
DEPOT

~

October 17th and 18th 1975

D

ALOMA AVE

EXPERIENCE SOffiETHING NEW
FTU

i

D.J.

Sal Bando to entertain you with yesterday's
- Today's - and tomorrow's sounds

II

BLVD

WIND.JAMMER - DISCO 76

II
FTU

Danca Marathon - with $5, $10, and $15 cash prizes
Lowest priced pitcher of beer in town
$2 .00 (no limit)
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All Ladies drinks on the House

(between 9:00 P.M. to 11 :oo P.M.)
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Game Room with Foosball, Pinball, Pool Tables
and more
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This is where your Friends will be Come on out and Join them!

NO COVER - 18 YEARS OLD MINIMUM

COLONIAL DRIVE/RT. 50
I

AT THE IF YOU CAN'T FIND US - GIVE US A CALL 671-9018
3425 Fors!lth Road Orlando, Fla·.

D

STONE APPLE

